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Murray State students have
joined in the coffee craze
with the opening of the new
Thoroughbrcwcd Cafe.

Page 13
The women's basketball
team will travel to
Morehead State this
weekend to play the
Eagles. They beat Tennessee State Saturday
82-73.
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University students may lose grants
Carrie Pond
Assistant News Editor
cpond@thenews.org

Recent proposals by the
U.S. Department of Education • and President George
W. Bush to restrict the eligibility of students receiving
Pell Grants may have a significant affect on Murray
State students.
According to cnn.com,
Pell Grants are the govern-

ment's , largest form of
financial aid to help lowincome students afford college. The Grants range from
$400 to $4,050, depending
on students' financial need,
their cost to attend school
and whether they are
enrolled part-time or fulltime.
Bush's proposal would
reduce the number of people eligible for Pell Grants
and how much some recipi-

ents receive to award those This proposal concern~ us
with the highest need more because it would impact
200 students by further
assistance.
According to cnn.com, tightening the eligibility for
Bush called for raising the Pell Grant awards.
Pell Grant by $100 in each of
"However, the most
the next five years which recent proposal by the preswould raise the maximum ident to expand the maxigrant to $4,550 by 2010.
mum award of Pell Grants is
"(There are) two different a very welcome initiative
issues at work," said F. King throughout the higher edu·
Alexander, University pres- cation community," Alexanident. "One is restricting the der said. "We are very
eligibility of Pell Grants. pleased to support Presi-

Professor
faces charges
for neglect

dent Bush's proposal to total Pcll Grant eligibility,"
expand the grant award (for he said. "It's much larger
the first time) in (more than that though, because
than) three years. This pro- those are the students that
posal deserves our full sup- receive the smallest grant of
port and we are very $400. Since (Kentucky stupleased with this direction." dents) have to be Pell eligiCharles Vinson, director ble to receive state grants,
of Student Financial Aid, they would also lose their
said the Pell Grant reduc- entire $1,700 state grant. So
tions would hit Kentucky it's not just $400 Kentucky
residents especially hard.
residents would lose, it's
"In Kentucky, about half
of 1 percent would lose their
see OFFICIALS I 3

Dry Tap

Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
mkilcoyne@thenews.org

Nancy Nygaard, who has been temporarily suspended from her professor position at Murray State, will
stand trial May 3 on nine charges of
second degree cruelty to animals.
Nygaard's daughter, Kathleen
Nygaard, faces the same charges,
and her case will coincide with her
mother's. Second
degree cruelty to
animals is a Class
A misdemeanor,
punishable by one
year in prison or
fines.
Six
of
the
charges were filed
in Fayette County
after animal care
and control offi cers visited the
farm near LexingNancy
ton and found
Nygaard
dead and neglected animals, said Carrie Trapp, Ani·
maJ Care and Control Humane Society spokeswoman. After further
investigation, three more charges
were filed earlier this month.
Charles and Shawn Deppen, who
own the property the Nygaards
leased, contacted the Humane Society after discovering a dead horse
and dog Jan. 5 on the property,
Shawn Deppen said.
The( Deppens approached the
Nygaards with their concerns aboutthe animals on the property prior to
the incident, but, until winter,
enough grass was available to sustain
the horses. However, when it turned
cold, the animals needed better care,
which Shawn Deppen said they did
not receive.
"(The Nygaards) always had an
excuse," she said. "We didn't realize
prior to the dead animals how serious it was. If we thought they were in
imminent danger, we would have
done something sooner."
The Humane Society took the ani·
maJs in the worst conditions to a veterinarian for immediate care, but the
Deppens offered to keep about 20
horses and care for them because
transporting that number of animals
can be difficult, Deppen said. She
said the horses in their custody have
gained weight but others remain in
the veterinary hospitaL
Deppen described the horses when
they were discovered as in very poor
condition and said ribs were visible
on many of them.
"I don't know a lot about horses
either, but I'm smart enough to know
that they need water and food, and
these horses would go without water
for weeks at a time." she said. "It's a
miracle these horses aren't all dead."
Along \\ith neglected horses on the
property, the Deppens and animal

seeDEAD/3
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Policy prohibits alcohol in WKU fraternities
Stephanie Zeller
News Writer
szeller@thenews.org

A recent decision to
prohibit alcohol in fraternity houses at Western
Kentucky University is
controversy
sparking
among fraternity mem·
bers at WKU and Murray
State.
WKU President Gary
Ransdell and the Western
Administrative Council,
which consists of senior
administrators, made the
decision on Jan. 20.
Ben Rhoads, junior
marshal for the Sigma Phi
Epsilon chapter at Western, said the policy is
unnecessary and an
excuse for the university
to not be held liable for
any alcohol-related incidents that may occur.
"We are capable of governing
ourselves,"
Rhoads said. "We have
safety
measures
in
effect."
He said a lack of communication could be the
reason only four of the 16

fraternity
presidents
attended the meeting,
which was only open to
the presidents.
"We were never given a
chance as a chapter of the
fraternity system to voice
our opinion," Rhoads
said.
He said that if the university is able to exercise
this power, what is to say
they won't try to implement other "extreme"
policies.
"How wouJd independent students feel if they
were unable to drink in
their
apartments?"
Rhoads said.
With the new policy,
Western officials hope to
lessen the importance fraternities seem to place on
alcohol.
"There will be less of an
emphasis on alcohol,"
said Robert Edwards,
WKU assistant vice president for University Relations. "(There will be)
more emphasis on public
and community service,
scholarship and fellowship."

Edwards said the campus' safety advisory committee recommended the
policy in response to the
alcohol-related deaths
that occurred on campuses around the nation,
such as Bradley Universi·
ty. University of Oklahoma and Virginia Tech,
in 2004.

"The committee wants
(fraternity members) to
uphold the standards that
they have and their core
beliefs," said Charley
Pride, director of Student
Activities at Western.
Because
fraternity
houses reside in neighborhood districts, Pride
said there are many problems with neighbors and
c' How would inde· police because of alcoholpendent students related incidents.
feel if they were Although a final draft of
is not complete,
unable to drink m sanctions
Pride said violators will
their apartments? " be dealt with on a caseby-case basis, depending
Ben Rhoads
on the severity of the sit- .
Member ofWKU's Sigma uation.
Phi Epsilon
Pride also said heavy
sanctions could be imple"The university is seri· mented and a final draft
ous about alcohol-related may be complete within
issues," Edwards said.
the next couple weeks.
Edwards said the timing
Western is not the only
of the policy was impor- Kentucky university to
tant because fraternities ban aJcohol from fraternicould remain alcohol-free ty houses. The University
after Rush week. Students of Kentucky applied a
who pledged would comparable policy in the
understand the rules fall ofl998.
prior to joining the fraterAlthough there was
nity.
some opposition in the

beginning, Susan West,
director of Fraternity and
Sorority Affairs at UK,
said the campus has benefited from the decision as
fraternities' membership,
leadership and grades
have improved.
"The majority of the
men took leadership and
took responsibility in
implementing the policy."
West said.
However, UK is still
dealing with alcoholrelated issues.
According to the Kentucky Kernel. the campus
newspaper, Brian Muth.
of Louisville, was a
sophomore when he was
killed in an alcohol-relat·
ed accident in August
2004.
After being arrested on
a charge of alcohol intox·
ication,
Muth,
who
attended a party off campus, was held at the Lexington-Fayette County
Detention Center, but
was released into the protection of a friend. Muth.

seeMSU /3
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•Police Beat
Thursday, Jan. 20
9:42 a.m. The nursing office in
Health Services called regarding a woman who fell on campus because of a sidewalk
defect. An officer escorted the
individual to the Oakley
Applied Science building. Photos were taken of the sidewalk
and a report was taken.
2:58 p.m . Two callers reported
a navy blue van driving recklessly in the residential college
circle. The officer detained the
individual, a juvenile, for
receiving stolen property and
driving under the influence.
11:21 p.m. A student reported
her purse was taken from her
vehicle while it was parked in a
University lot. At 1:29 a.m. Jan.
21, the student advised the person who took her purse was en
route to her residence. At 8:12
a.m. Jan. 21, officers arrested
Christian Carter, a non-student
from Merrimack, N.H., for.
theft. The property was recovered at 1621 Locust St. and
Myron Rd. by officers.

Michael Mclaurine/The News
Jarrod Staggs, sophomore from Sikest on, M o., practices 'stunting'
Wednesday near campus in preparation for Stunt W arz, a mot or cycle
trick competition that will take place this summer.

Federal, state tax forms
available at Waterfield

Women's Center offers
assertiveness training

The Women's Center is offering
Federal and Kentucky State Tax
assertiveness
training beginning
forms will be available in the lobby of
Waterfil'ld Library. Federal institu- TueSdfly. The free 10-scssion training
tion booklets for 1040. 1040-A and is open to all Murray State faculty,
1040-EZ arrived Monday. Major Ken- staff and students. The group will
tucky forms and guides have arrived. meet from 12:30-1:45 p.m. on TuesAdditional federal forms will be avail- days in Room 300, Ordway Hall.
Registration is required. For reserable in the next two weeks.
vations
or questions, call 762-3140.
For early access, download forms at
http: I I www .irs.gov I formspu bsl.

Two University offices
host assessment series
The Office of the Provost along
with the Center of Teaching and
Learning Technology will present
assessment workshops. The first.
"Writing Meaningful Objectives,'' is
at 2 p.m. Feb. 4 in Room 304 of the
Oakley Applied Science Building.
Department representatives are
asked to bring a ~.-yJlabus from a class
they arc teaching.

Friday, Jan. 21
10:09 a.m. A resident adviser
from Franklin College reported
a small puff of smoke from a
resident's heater. There was no
smoke or fire. The heater was
turned off, and a window was
opened by the resident. The
motor was burned up on a unit
and caused smoke. The state
fire marshal was notified.

Red Cross Club to host
blood drive next week
The Murray State Red Cross Club
will host a blood drive from 9 a.m.-3
p.m. Wednesday and Thursday on
the second floor of the Curris Center
in the Dance Lounge.

Saturday,Jan.22
8:37 a.m. An individual from
Hester College reported the
fire extinguisher on the first
floor west stairwell was missing. Central Plant and the residence director were notified.
5:44 p.m. Skateboarders were

Campus Brict1y is compiled by Carrie
Pond. assistant news editor. If you
would like to submit information for
Campus Briefly, phone 762-4480.

reported ncar the Regional
Special Events Center. The
subjects were gone upon officer's arrival.

Sunday, Jan. 23
1:38 p.m. An individual complained that a yellow graffiti
truck was parked by the main
gates of the Stubblefield Gate.
An officer spoke with the
owner and the truck was
moved.
2 p.m. The yellow truck that
was asked to move pulled in
front of Oak Hurst. The officer
advised the individual spoke
with the University president.
8:41 p.m. The residence director of Elizabeth College called
regarding an individual parked
in his spot. An officer responded to the call and issued a citation.
9:15 p.m. Racer Patrol called in
a suspicious car driving in circles in the Roy Stewart Stadium Lot. An officer spoke with
the driver. The passenger was
teaching the driver how to
drive a stick shift vehicle.

Monday, Jan. 24
10:56 a.m. The owner of a
backpack previously turned in
to lost and found reported $300
worth of items were missing
from inside. A theft report was
taken.
7:46 p.m. A caller reported a
suspicious individual around
the loading dock of the Industry and Technology Center.
The suspicious character was a
student going to class.
8:07 p.m. A non-traditional student calling from Alma reported being harassed by a University employee. The individual
was advised to report the incident to the Sheriff's office.

Thesday, Jan. 25
12:43 p.m. Individuals were
stuck on an elevator in White
College. The doors were partly
open but not enough for occupants to exit. Officers and
Facilities Management were
called to free them.
4:50 p .m. Employees performed bird eradication on
campus. I.oud booms were
audible.

Wednesday, Sept. 1
12:03 a.m. A caller from
Franklin College reported
harassing
communications.
The incident is under investigation.
1:04 a.m. An individual reported a female running dowq the
center of 94 East Highway off
campus. The Murray Police
Department was advised.
1:43 p.m. A caller at the front
desk of White College reported
an individual who was stuck on
the elevator on the first floor.
Facilities Management was
notified.
7:13 p.m. An individual
requested to speak to an officer
regarding harassment by an exboyfriend. The incident is
under investigation.
Motorist assists - 8
Racer escorts - 6
Arrests - 1

Police Beat is compiled by Carrit• Pond, assistant news editor,

with materials provided by
Public Safety. All dispatched
calls are not listed. For a complete listing. visit www.thcnews.org.

Second Place for Best Business/Agribusiness Story: Denise Brazell
Second Place for Best Editorial Page: Elizabeth Cawein
Second Place for Best Sports Page/Section: Nathan Clinkenbeard
Second Place for Best Enterprise or Analytical Story: Jessica Wade
Third Place for Best Front Page: Vanessa Childers
Third Place for Best Sports Story: Nathan Clinkenbeard
Third Place for Special Section: Erin Richards
Joshua Brown, Jr. from Eddyville, won First Place for Best Spot News Coverage, Second Place for Best
Column and Third Place for Best Sports Feature Story at the KPA for his work at McLean
County News.
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Dead anim~s result in Lexington farm investigation
From Pagel
control also found a dead
kitten. About six dogs were
being kept in an enclosed
12-by-12 space for days at a
time without exercise or
proper food and water,
Deppen said.
The Nygaards leased the
property at 305 S. Yarnellton in Lexington from the
Deppens in April 2004, but,
because the Nygaards failed
to pay their rent, the Dcppens filed an eviction notice

in September.
Humane Society Spokeswoman Carrie Trapp said
the agency pursued charges
because it was evident the
animals could be in danger.
"At the time we were
brought on the scene, we
felt there was evidence of
neglect," Trapp said. "A vet
was called in to do look
overs and evaluate each of
the animals on the property."
Trapp said four horses
needed medical atte'ntion

immediately and five dogs
needed shelter and care.
She said the reraaining animals were in stable condition, so they were left under
the Dcppcns' supervision.
The Humane Society has
made courtesy visits to
chcc.:k on the remaining animals.
Trapp said the agency has
two jobs in caring for animals because the care and
control areas arc combined
in one agency, which
increases efficiency.

"We take care of animals
most importantly, and we
collect all the information
to me charges, but we give
those over to our county
attorney," she said.
Jack Miller is handling the
charges for the Humane
Society, and Jerome Baker
Jr. is representing the
Nygaards.
In a faxed letter from
Baker, he said the complaints fllcd against the
Nygaards allege intentional
neglect on a single day. He

said Nygaard pled not
guilty, and the matter is still
being investigated.
"The general nature of
the case concerns anJmals
which were not in the legal
and physical custody of Dr.
Nygaard," Baker said in the
letter. "The animals are not
owned by Dr. Nygaard. The
animals were on a boarding
farm and the subject of a for
profit business activity in
Fayette County Kentucky.
The business activity is neither owned nor operated by

Dr. Nygaard. She receives
no profit from it."
Marcia Hobbs, chairwoman of nursing department, said faculty and one
adjunct professor are covering Nygaard's five classes
this semester on a temporary basis. She could not
comment
further
on
Nygaard.
University officials have
not· released an official
statement
concerning
Nygaard's future as a faculty member at Murray State.

Officials anticipate decline in funds MSU plans to observe Western
From Pagel
$2100, which is much more significant."
·
Vinson snid that in addition
to the O.S percent of students
who would lose their Pell
Grant eligibility, another 14
percent would have their Pell
Grant awards reduced.
According to a document
provided by the financial aid
office, "the total financial
impact statewide can be
expected to be approximately a
$1 million dollar reduction in
Pell Gra.nts for Kentucky's
postsecondary education students."
Vinson also estimates that
Murray State students may be
affected by the grant reductions more than other Kentucky universities because at
the University there are few
students who receive the maxi-

mum amount of aid available
from the Pell Grant. Most Murray State students receive
funds from the lower brackets
that are subject to the reductions and cuts. A little more
than 2,600 University students
received Pell Grants in the
2003-04 school year, Vinson
said.
"The figures the' state c:tml~
up with were looking at 13 students who would totally lose
eligibility, but my feeling is it
will be more than that," Vinson
said. "(There arc) another
approximately 370 students
who would have their Pcll
awards reduced.
"There has been legislation
in Congress to resend (the Pell
Grant reductions), but at this
point, I don't know of the likelihood of it passing," he said.
"(The reductions) arc probably
going to stick for '05-'06. Stu-

dents should contact their congressmen because they will be
directly affected and congressmen do listen to their constituents."
Lance Lee, junior from
Scottsville, is upset by the PeU
Grant reductions.
"I receive a very large PeU
Grant, so I don't know if it will
nffect me directly," Lee said.
"Providing assistance for education 1s one of the most
important functions of the government. Education is important in order to have a great
society."
Lee said reducing the PeU
Grant is a bad idea because it
hurts those who need the help.
Said Lee: "It makes it harder
for people who already have
economic hardship to go to
college and rise out of the low
economic class that confines
them."

From Pagel
while still under the
influence got away from
his friend, ran into traffic in front of a semitntck and was killed.
Jim Baurer, director of
Student Life at Murray
State, said it is too early
to determine how the
policy will affect Western.
"Actions that Western
Kentucky has taken will
be looked at closely by
universities across the
nation," said Baurer.
Baurer, who works
with Greek organizations on campus as the
Interfraternity Council
adviser, said there has
not been any discussion
as to implementing a
policy that would pro-

hibit alcohol in fraternity houses.
Housing
Corporations, not Murray State
and Western universities, own the frate rnities' houses.
At Murray State, the
chapters must follow
certain guidelines since
the fraternities are student organizations. Such
guidelines include: following state and local
law, requiring a fire
marshal to review the
houses, adhering to
national chapter policies, creating guest lists
for parties and allowing
monitors inside the
events.
"I don't really agree
with (the decision)
because the university
docs not own the frater-

nity houses," said Eric
Geissler, Murray State's
IFC President.
Geissler, senior from
Germantown.
Tenn.,
said he docs not think
the policy will help the
system because it is not
addressing any real
issue.
Instead, he said Western officials may have
looked only at a minimal
amount of alcohol·rclated deaths before targeting fraternities as the
source of the problem.
Other WKU fraternity
members declined to
comment on the new
policy.
To voice your opinion
on WKU's new policy,
visit www.thenews.org,
register and post your
thoughts on this issue.
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Whe re e ls e can you go to get a breakfast like one of these for
ONLY $1 .99?
Monday............................. Ham & Cheese Omelet with Toast

Tuesday••••••••••••••..••••••••••••
Wednesday.......................
Thursday..........................
Friday...............................
Buy one of our $25 meal

Three slices of French Toast
Sausage & Egg on Toast w/ Hashbrowns
Three Buttermilk Pancakes
Three Cheese Omelet & Toast
cards for only $23 and save even more!
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New & Used Compact Discs
Car Stereos To Fit Any Car And
Any Budget Custom Installation
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Sunset Boulevard Music
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Booze banned

'

Would you support a total
alcohol ban for fraternity
houses?
"No. I'm in a
fraternity myself,
and I guess
everyone has the
right to drink.''
Leonard Matlock

No alcohol
in Western
frat houses
O UR V IEW:

Issue:

Co/1/etvllle.
Tenn.

sophomorr~,

WESTERN
KENTUCKY
UNIVERSITY'S

"No. If you are
over 21, you
should be legally
allowed. And. it
would lead to
drunk driving."

CAMPUS SAFETY
ADVISORY
COMMITTEE
RECENTLY
ENACTED
A POLICY
BANNING

Rebecca Metcalf
junior, Nsshvllie, Ill.

ALCOHOL IN

FRATERNITY
HOUSES, TO BE

"No. People of
age should be free
to drink. You
can't tell 21 -yearold men they
can't drink."
Jessie Donaldson

ENFORCED BY
RANDOM
UNANNOUNCED
SPOT CHECKS.
I r,-

Position:
THE POLICY IS

treshml.n. LoUisville

'"Yes. Of course
you can throw a
party, but when
you get together
and have alcoholic beverages it
can be
destructive."

IN THE BEST
INTEREST OF
THE SAFETY OF
GREEK AND
NON-GREEK
STUDENTS.
THOSE WHO
ARE OF LEGAL
AGE TO DRINK
CAN STILI. DO

Ruth Awonlyi
sophomorr~.

SO AWAY FROM
THE FRATERNI-

LouiSVille

Joanna Gianulis!Guesc

TY HOUSE, AND
ALTERNATE
LOCATIONS CAN
BE USED FOR
PARTIES.
ADDITONALLY,
THE
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Murray. Kentucky 42071-3301
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Vanessa Childers

FRATERNITIES
FUNCTION LIKE
ANY OTHER
STUDENT
ORGANIZATION
AND MUST
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The Murray State News strives to be the Unl·
verslty community's source for mformation.
Our goal Is to present that Information 1n a
fair and unbiased maMer and also provide a
free and open forum for expression and debate.
The Murray State News offers a hands"()n
Ieeming environment for those students inter·
ested In journalism or other fields relating to the
production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from oen·
sorship and advance approval of copy: and, its
ed1tors should be free to develop their own edi·
torlal and news policies.
The Murray State News is prepared and eclit·
ed by students and Is an official publication ot
Murray State Unrversity. The first copy of The
Murray State News is free.
Additional copies are available tor 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

REGULATIONS.

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is composed of
all section editors.
The Campus Safety Advisory
Committee of Western Kentucky University recently
enacted a new regulation on the
Greek community, banning
alcohol from fraternity houses.
The committee is comprised
of representatives from the following groups: the Bowling
Green Police and Fire departments, the WKU parents' committee, housing, residence life,
Greeks and the student body.
Bob Edwards, assistant vice
president fer University Relations, cited six alcohol-related
deaths on college campuses so
far this year as one driving
motivation for the new regulation. Edwards said the committee wanted to take a proactive
step to keep such incidents
from happening at WKU.
At face value, the policy
seems harsh at best. Does the
university have the right to regulate what goes on in off-campus homes?
Interestingly enough, the
answer appears to be yes.
Edwards said the policy will
be monitored by periodic,
unannounced spot checks.
Despite the fact that fraternity
houses are privately owned and
financed, fraternities are still
student organizations and rely
on the university to continue
operating on campus.
The relationship between a
fraternity and the university is
critical, because just like any
other student group, fraternities are not completely
autonomous. In turn, neither
are their off-campus homes.
Essentially. the university has
the power to pull the fraternity's charter if there are habitual
instances of infractions.
So has the university overstepped its bounds with the
new policy?
Let's take a look at the list of
pros and cons regarding the

1-9
..

'

ban.
Pro 1: All of the pros that
could be mentioned can be
grouped under one aU-inc1usive
umbrella: any time alcohol use
can be monitored, lessened or
stopped altogether, students are
safer.
Con 1: The largest con, at least
for the fraternity members, is
that their ability to throw a
party at the house is now highly
impeded. However, alternate
locations for parties exist no
matter where you are and certainly are abundant in a college
town.
Con 2: It has been suggested
that not allowing fraternity
members to drink at their houses could result in higher incidences of drunken driving
because the brothers would
have to travel somewhere else
to drink and at the end of the
evening may find themselves
intoxicated behind the wheel.
Edwards immediately refuted
this suggestion. "Fraternity
houses do not hold the majority
of the students in the organization," Edwards said.
With a minority of the brothers actually residing in the
house, if a party were thrown at

the house prior to the new policy, drunken driving would be
equally as great a risk because
tlie majoritY of the brothers
would be driving to other onand off-campus residences after
the gathering.
Con 3: Many of the fraternity
members are of legal age to
drink. The policy takes away
their legal right to purchase and
consume alcohol in their
homes. Of all the cons, this one
seems to hold the least weight.
After all, if someone is of age
to drink, they can purchase
alcohol in any bar or restaurant
as long as they present proper
identification. Additionally, the
fraternity house is not just the
home of the brothers who live
there, but also the headquarters
for the organization.
So while the cons may at first
appear to outweigh the pros, on
second glance the scalt$ have
switched.
Though the new policy might
not keep students, Greek or
otherwise, from drinking excessively or irresponsibly, it is a
step in the right direction and a
clear sign that WKU is concerned about the safety of its
students.
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Harvard president outrages women
In My
Opinion

Jolene
Miesner
"COULD
ANOTHER
REASON
WOMEN DON'T
ACHIEVE AS
HIGH IN THE
MATH AND
SCIENCE

FIELDS SIMPLY
BE THAT THEY
DO NOT
RECEIVE
THE SAME
EDUCATION AS

MEN?"

Women everywhere should
be outraged.
Unbeknownst
to
me,
Lawrence Summers, president
at Harvard University, has
information that proves that I.
as a female, am genetically
incapable of achieving at the
same level as my male friends.
During a speech at the
National Bureau of Economic
Research conference on Jan. 14,
Summers, an economist, made
statements regarding women's
math and science ·that upset
many women and prompted
one woman to walk out of the
conference.
Because the conference was a
closed venue, and Summers did
not provide a written copy of
his speech, the exact offensive
words are unknown.
According to Buzzle.com, his
comments went something
along the lines of women being
genetically inferior in their
ability to succeed in math and
science fields, and that this is
not, after all, a result of varied
socialization.
To demonstrate the inherent
difference between males and
females he talked about giving
a gift of two trucks to his
daughter. His daughter then
played with the trucks as if they
were dolls and called them
mommy and daddy trucks.

Docs this man realize that
maybe his daughter treated her
trucks like dolls because her
entire life she has been raised
with the instructions that good
girls play with dolls and boys
play with trucks?
First of all, Summers' information is just wrong. It is true
that in the past the belief was
that men were better at math
and science related fields,
while women were naturally
inclined to excel in verbally
oriented pos,itions, this is no
longer the case. In fact the
demographic
group
that
receives the highest average
scores on standardized tests is
the Asian-American female.
Recent studies have shown
that boys do score better on
standardized tests in the math
and . sciences overall. but girls
tend to perform better in the
classroom in these subjects.
Why is this? One theory is that
boys are expected to do better
in these areas, and therefore
receive more feedback from
their teachers as compared to
their female counterparts.
Any type of feedback, positive or negative, increases performance in a subject area. This
has been proven by comp(\l;ing
test scores from women in all
female schools to those of
males. When the women have

no males to compete with their
test scores are just as high as
their male counterparts'.
Could another reason women
don't achieve as high in the
math and science fields simply
be that they do not receive the
same education as men?
Women, throughout the entire
world, are the most likely to be
excluded from the educational
system and therefore would
not be able to score well on
standardized tests.
While we can't know for sure
what Summers said in his
speech, we can tell by the numbers that his administration has
not been friendly to women.
In the time he has been president of Harvard, also according to Buzzle.com, the percentage of tenured jobs offered to
women has dropped from 36
percent to 13 percent and only
four of 32 tenured jobs last year
were offered to women. It is a
disappointment that the president of such a prestigious
American university would
support standards so injurious
to the advancement of women
today.

Speaking at a
National Bureau
of Economic
Research
conference
recently,
Harvard
President
Lawrence
Summers
reportedly made
degrading
comments which
prompted some
females in the
audience to
leave the room.

answer is yes to any of
those questions, I beg you
as an international community to open your eyes and
look around you. You are a
global citizen. The person
sitting next to you in class
may have a loved one that
has been affected or lost in
the tsunami. Do you realize
that if everyone on this
campus placed $1 into the
fund, we would have at
least $10,000? As a campus
family, we must rise above
petty differences and unite
to help the thousands dying
every day.
I have faith in this campus
and the students. I believe
everyone will realize it's
not about who the victims
were, but that it was fellow
humanity that is suffering.
Students interested in
donating should contact the
Institute for International
Studies in Woods Hall.

The following dramatization is
based on a true story.
A young woman, hypothetically a
Murray State student, perhaps a
blond-haired blueeyed
journalism
major, was browsing
through the card
section in the bookstore recently in
search of an appropriate greeting card
to send to a friend
back home.
As she turned the
corner to continue
to the next aisle of -.JiiAiiil~~
cards, she immedi- Elizabeth
ately shielded her Cawein
eyes from the blinding glare of silver, pink and red, fearing the beacon of light to either be a
giant floating traffic light or a sign of
the impending apocalypse.
But to her dismay, it was neither.
No, this telling color combination
could only mean one thing: Valentine's Day.
Wmdows shattered, the sky opened
up and women ran out of classrooms
and residential colleges screaming in
abject horror at the very mention of
its name.
OK, so maybe it wasn't quite that
bad. Not that I was there.
But indeed, Feb. 14 is sneaking up
once again, to the joy and ecstatic
delight of some and the sheer horror
of many others.
While I generally try to remain
optimistic about what each year's
Valentine's Day might hold for me,
my glass has gotten more on the halfempty side over the years as the holiday has been one crash-and-burn
after another.
Let's flashback to last year's celebration, Feb. 14, 2004, a lovely Saturday in sunny Murray.
I'd planned to spend the day studying for a test, relaxing and watching a
little TV. I was single, dammit, and
there wasn't anything wrong with
that Who needs a man? Not me, that's
who! I was strong and resolute in my
plans to continue with my day as I
would any other.
Unfortunately, the plan kind of got
thrown out the window early in the
day when my roommate's boyfriend
dropped off a massive cluster of balloons. He wrote a sweet note for her,
and as soon as 'I closed the door
behind him the Girl Scout cookies on
top of the fridge started looking pretty good.
During a brief hiatus from studying
l managed to catch every commercial
ever dreamed up for diet pills, exercise equipment and dating services,
all featuring super models.
Needless to say I ate the whole box
of Girl Scout cookies. About that time
the only thing I was strong and resolute in was my love for thin mints
and TIC's "What Not to Wear."
So here's to optimism, and the hope
that this year's V·Day will hold no
mass Girl Scout cookie consumption,
no TLC and no self-loathing.
Maybe the whole being swept-offyour-feet thing is unrealistic, but I'd
say I'm way overdue to be wooed.
Otherwise. I have a sneaking suspicion I'll end up wooing another box of
Girl Scout cookies.

Gautham Rao is a graduate
student in economics from
Mangalore, India.

Elizabeth Cawein is the opinion editor
for The Murray State News and can be
contacted at ecawein@thenews.org.

Jolene Miesner is a junior liberal
arts and Spanish major from
O'Fallon, Ill.

"'It's possible I
made some
reference to
innate
differences," be
said. He said
people "would
prefer to
believe" that the
differences in
performance
between the
sexes are due to
social factors,
""but these are
things that need
to be studied."
-Summer's fitst
statement,
as reported on

.. JOHNNY CARSON
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Tsunami relief effort needs student donations
In My
Opinion

Gautham
Rao
"ASA
CAMPUS
FAMILY, WE
MUST RISE
ABOVE PETTY
DIFFERENCES
'
AND UNITE
TO HELP THE
THOUSANDS
DYING
EVERY DAY."

"Wish I could give money
man, but I'm really broke!!"
I must have heard that line
about 40 times in the four
hours I sat in front of the
University bookstore.
Why was I sitting there?
Roughly a month ago. a
tsunami struck Southeast
Asia killing more than
200,000 people. The Asians
at Murray State have come
together with the Institute
for International Studies to
collect funds for those suffering at home. With this
mission, I sat in front of the
University bookstore with
information about the
tsunami and a collection
box. Asking for money was
not a problem; however,
getting it was.
Each time I heard "I'm
really broke," the extremely
"impoverished"
student
was heading either to the
Sugar Cube to get a cookie,
going to Subway to get
themselves a low-fat meal
to thin their waistline, or to
Sunset Strips to do the

exact opposite.
Other wonderful statements heard from students
have ranged from "Oh I
have
given donations
already to the umm, U.N."
to "I have to pay off student
loans.'' What they don't
understand is the immense
effect of the tsunami. There
are 10,000 people here at
Murray. Imagine 20 times
that number being extinguished by Mother Nature.
I came to America
because it was supposed to
be a land of freedom, charity and sympathy toward the
poor, needy and refugees.
In fact, some of the main
characteristics of a Murray
State graduate are the abilities to:
·Demonstrate a critical
understanding
of
the
world's historical, literary,
philosophical and artistic
traditions;
·Understand the dynamics of cultural diversity, of
competing economic and
political systems and of

Googling officials
results in humor
Most of us have probably

. ht done it at least once. You're
zg sitting in front of a blank

foom
the
horse's
mouth. ..

computer screen, whiling
away some downtime, and
y~u dedde to googlc a
fnend.
or perhaps you're trying
to find out if the girl you
just met in math is armed,
dangerous or a wanted
woman. It's as simple as
typing the name in at
google.com, pressing go
and waiting for the multi·

complex moral and ethical
issues;
·Understand the import:mce of and engage in ethical behavior and responsi·
ble citizenship:
Ah, I guess this is why I
was stunned when looking
at the Racernet campus
poll, a majority of students
voted: "No, they did not
plan to donate towards the
tsunami in the near future."
That didn't sound like
someone who was engaged
in responsible "global" citizenship. In the Murray
State News, it didn't shock
me as much to see that
someone did not want to
donate money since they
had to "eat and buy books."
However it did shock me to
see if they had the guts to
say that openly since that
just meant other people
agreed.
Do you have spare change
that lost in the cracks of
your couch? Do you ever
decide buy a Coke instead
of drinking water? If the

tude of results.
Of course, the more interesting of the findings are
not the sites which actually
have some remote connection to the person you've
googled, but theJOnes which
you genuinely hope do not.
In a completely non·Sci·
entific
experiment,
"Straight from the horse's
mouth" decided to google
some familiar Murray State
names to see what the
World Wide Web had to
say.
President F. King Alexander was, as one might guess,

Haunted
by the ghost
of Valentine's
Past

the most boring of the
googles, yielding almost all
historical documents or
articles about people called
King Alexander.
Vice President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson was
the next choice, with about
23,000 Web sites found,
including Don Robertson's
Marine Marketplace, Onehit wonder central, the
DoveSong foundation for
positive music and Baltimore's vegetarian meet-up
group.
We were also invited to
purchase and download

Don Robertson at several
Web sites.
Next was Prov&st and
Vice President of Academic
Affairs Gary BrOCkway, a
search that brought in only
267 Web sites.
Among the results was
donnybravos.com, in particular the portion of the
site devoted to finding
Green Day guitar tabs;
Also found were the Student Press Law Center.
Outsmart Ma~ine and
what appears to be the site
of a British basketball club.
Last but not least, a

search
for everyone's
favorite mascot Dunker
brings up the most results
of any in our survey at
around 235,000.
Several tempting Web
sites were listed, such as
Sexy Dunker Singles, the
Little Dunker Church and
the Church of Dunker, a
sale on I)urtkers and How
to Train Your Dunker.

Seen somethin& humorous,
confusin& or outraging on
campus? Let us know. send
tips for "Straight from the
horse's
mouth"
to
ecawein@thenews.org.
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make sure they reserve a
bike in advance.
cpond@thenews.org
"There are only 19 bikes
available for participants,"
Starting Monday, a vari- she said. "Because of the
ety of classes will be avai1- limited number of bikes,
able to students, faculty and participants have to call
staff at the Student Well- (the wellness center) to
ness and Recreation Center. reserve a bike no earlier
Corky Broughton, pro- than 8 a.m. on the day of the
gram coordinator for the class they are interested in.
wellness center, said there
"When they get to the
will be a variety of pro- facility, (participants) are
grams and activities from given a card that will allow
which to choose.
them to get in the multipur"In terms of aerobics pose room to get a bike,"
classes, we will offer aquat- Dodd said. "Two people can
ic aerobics, step aerobics, be on standby, so that if
high- and low- impact aero- anybody doesn't show up
bics and a cardlo hip-hop five minutes before the
class," be said. "We will be class, they will lose their
offering spinning, which is a bike, and a person on standform of cycling. Outside of by can use that bike."
the aerobic realm, we'll be
Broughton said five minoffering tai chi and yoga"
utes is a reasonable amount
Amelia Dodd, assistant of time for students to be
program coordinator for the expected to arrive early for
wellness
center,
said the cycling classes because
cycling is a very popular it takes that amount of time
class, so students need to to make the necessary

Carrie Pond

Assistant News Eclitor

Ricky Agostin/The News

Aerobics coaches stretch in preparation for practice before the beginning of classes next week.
adjustments to begin class
Another opportunity stu- pant's medical history.
ticipate in the classes."
"(The questions) are not
at the designated time.
dents, faculty and staff can
"It is just to make sure
In addition to these class- partake in is a class to help invasive," Broughton said. there is no underlying rea"We're just looking for the son why a person shouldn't
es, students, faculty and them stop smoking.
staff can construct their
"Starting Feb. 7, there wil1 big stuff. This information is begin an exercise program,"
be a smoking cessation class put on file for emergency said Amelia Dodd, assistant
own exercise programs.
According to a document at 5 p.m. in the multi-pur- purposes, but kept in the program coordinator for the
wellness center.
provided by Broughton, pose room," Broughton said. strictest confidence.
"Exercise Science Senior "(It will be) a support group
"Once the PARQ is filled
"It is also important to
Practicum students, under for individuals who would out, if a participant identi- note that classes are subject
Dr. Pam Rice's supervision, like to stop smoking."
fies a yes answer, that per- to cancellation," Dodd said.
He said because it is criti- son will be asked to come in
will be conducting fitness
Broughton said for the
assessments and designing cal to identify health issues, for a consultation," he said. first three to four weeks, all
individualized exercise pro- participants are required to "If the illness or injury is the classes will be monigrams for interested indi- fill out a Physical Activity something that may be criti- tored, and based on their
viduals. All interested indi- Readiness Questionnaire cal, they may be asked to success, either kept, canviduals must attend an ori- before they are able to par- have a physician clear them celed or moved to a new
entation session prior to ticipate in the aerobics (for physical activity). Once time.
beginning the program. The classes or any class where a person has been cleared,
Broughton also added that
first session will be held high-intensity action is tak- what we're going to do is ideas or suggestions for
Thursday from 11:15-12:15 ing place. The PARQ will ask that they have a sticker classes can be directed to
p.m. in Carr Health, Room consist of 10 yes or no ques- on their TD that shows they either himself or Dodd at
103."
tions regarding the partici- have been approved to par- 762-6002.

Officials offer Internet housing survey to gauge student interest
Carrie Pond
Assistant News Editor
cpond@thenews.org

A housing survey with the
purpose of assessing student interest in a new residential college will soon be
available online.
David Wilson, interim
director of Housing, said be
hopes the survey will help
students see what might be
available in a new residential college.

"We're trying to fmd out
if we build (a new residential college), if it would be
something the students
would want," he said.
Wilson hopes the survey
will help the University
gain insight not only of oncampus students, but commuters and those who have
moved off campus.
"(We want to know) if
this option was available,
would they have chosen to
stay on campus, or would

they have moved off any- about what features they
way?" he said.
would want in a new resiWilson said after com- dential college and what
pleting the survey, students they would be willing to
will be taken to a screen pay for those features.
"We want to get a good
they can fill out to become
eligible for cash prizes.
feel for what students want
"Just for taking the time and bow much they are
to do it, students will be eli- willing to pay," he said.
''Living in the new facility
gible for prizes," he said.
Don Robertson, vice pres- could r be more expensive
ident of Student Affairs, :: than current housing, but it
said the purpose of the may not."
housing survey is to get
These possible additional
feedback from the students costs would only apply to

Now you
don't have.
to get dressed
to get your
news!
Everything in our
newspaper and more is
iust a click away at:

thene11Ws.org

the students who chose to
live in the new residential
college, Robertson said.
Some possible features in
the new residential college
include more gathering
places for students, a
library, an amphitheater
and/or a fitness center.
Robertson said the exist·
ing r~side11ti.al co!IQges, are
older facilities and do .not fit
the model to bring students
together.
"Our low-rise buildings

Aneuaaple
01 Y011t sa,vilags on

Clearance Apparel e
Accessory Purcbales:
l

are getting worn out and it's
time to replace them," he
said. "We have addressed
our dining facilities and we
have addressed our recreational needs with the new
wellness and recreation
facility. Now, we need to
look at our housing needs."
Robertson said the longrange plan is to replace all
low-rises. The University
hopes to have a new building completed within the
next two years.
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Kentucky senator details legislative session priorities
Passing budget
ranks as main goal
can make a major difference in Kentucky, but we
mkilcoyne@thenews.org
all have to work together,"
he said.
Kentucky Sen. Ken WinAs a member of the Senters discussed the upcom- ate, Winters said he shared
ing legislative agenda and the goal of passing a budget
offered his stance on educa- with other members. He
tion at a forum the Faculty said he intended to analyze
Senate hosted Wednesday this year's proposed budget
in Freed Curd Auditorium.
in relation to the one proUniversity President F. posed in 2004 but will push
King Alexander introduced for the passage of an
Winters, who is a Murray acceptable budget.
State alumnus and taught at
"Our main goal is to do
the University for 23 years what the legislature last
before leaving to become year should have done," he
president of Campbellsville said. "I will be more aggresCoJlege.
sive. One out of 138 can't
"It's an honor and a privi- make it, but they'll certainly
lege to have Sen. Winters know how I feel."
not only representing us in
Winters said more than
Frankfort but also in higher 200 bills have been introeducation," he said.
duced but many of them
Winters said it is impor- may not receive adequate
tant to remember other attention because of time
educational institutions and spent with budgetary probwork with them when pos- lems.
sible to achieve mutual
When Faculty Regent
goals.
Terry Strieter asked about
"We all have our role to more budget cuts to educaplay and all of us together tion, Winters pointed out

Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor

his plans to fight against
them.
"The economy has turned
around, and there are more
resources available, and I
would love to put every one
of those in education, but
we can't do that," he said.
"You can be absolutely
assured that not only am I
on the education committee, but I'm also the reviewer of that part of the budget,
so you can be assured I will
do everything I can .... Our
whole future in Kentucky
depends on education."
Another important goal
fo r Winters is allotting
funds to support legislative
requirements and working
with outside agencies when
possible.
"If there's anything I'm
opposed to, it's somebody
in Washington saying you
have to do t his but doesn't
give you the money to do
it,'' he said. "I won't tell
people what to do without .
giving the budgetary funds
to support it."
Winters outlined various
proposals before the General Assembly this session,
which is 30 days long. One
proposal is a change allowing students to use Kentucky Educational Excel-

lence Scholarship money to
attend an out-of-state
school if the program is not
offered in state.
University President F.•
King Alexander spoke
against the change because
of the chance of losing
exceptional students to
another state. He said Murray State is ranked fifth in
the nation in its ability to
retain high school graduates in the state to attend
college.
"We need to do everything we can to not only
keep all of our people but
also to rob our neighboring
states of their best too,'' he
said.
In closing, Winters said
he wanted to know about
the problems facing the
area and the state. He said
he wanted to better represent western Kentucky in
the assembly and needs to
know the daily concerns of
the people.
"I cannot deal with a
problem that I don't know
about," he said. "You can
read the bills and absolutely I would be glad to hear
Michael Mclaurine/The News
from you about what you
think about them. ... I'm Kentucky Sen. Ken Wmters speaks to faculty memonly as good as you help me bers Wednesday in Freed Curd Auditorium about the
to be."
upcoming legislative agenda •and his p riorities.

Public Safety's tip of the week
This Week: Learn about parking regulations near the wellness center
St aff Report
The new Student Recreation and Wellness Center
is a great addition to the
University
community,
said Public Safety Capt.
Larry Nixon. However, as
with all new additions, simple rules must be followed
to maximize safety and
orderliness around the
facility.

The
Pu blic
Safety
Department is tasked with
traffic and parking controls, he said, often just to
make sense ou t of chaos.
The following guidance
is provided to users of the
wellness center:
• Parking on Racer Drive or
along Racer Drive is prohibited, except in clearly
identified spaces.
• Parking in the front

en trance circle drive is prohibited. This is a designated fire lane, and no unattended vehicles are permitted.
• The small parking area at
the east side of the well ness
center is restricted parking
only, which includes two
handicap parking spaces.
• Parking for all wellness
center patrons is the "C
Lot" on the west side of the

Regional Special Events
Center. Entrance (o this
parking lot is from the 121
Bypass. This lot has more
than 180 regular spaces and
nine handicap spaces.
• Parking in the College
Courts Apartment Complex is only for current College Courts residents.
If you have any questions
regarding these rules, contact Public Safety.
\

Interested in attending graduate school?
The McNair Scholars program can help you get ahead of the competition!
The McNair Program prepares MSU students in all disciplines to be successful
by providing the following services:
• A paid, facl;llty-mentored undergraduate research, scholarly, or creative project.
• Scholarship money as. an undergraduate.
• Free GRE preparation workshops, tutoring and personal assistance.
• Free trip to visit graduate programs and schools.
• Special graduate school application fee waivers.

Eligibility requirements and an application forrp. can be found online at:

http ://campus.murraystate.edu/services/ursa/mcnair.
For more information, call 762-5042,
or visit the McNair office located at 400N Applied Sciences Bldg.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: Friday, April 8, 2005
}
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Famous coffee brand
available to students
Stephanie Salmons
Staff Writer
ssalmons@thenews.org

Caffeine
junkies,
rejoice.
Coffee lovers and
addicts will be able to
get their daily jolts of
java on the way to and
from classes thanks to
the newly-opened Thoroughbrewed Cafe.
Bill Benriter, director
of Food Services, said
students have been
interested in the project
from the beginning and
have had positive reactions to the new coffeehouse since its opening.
Benriter said the coffeehouse is something the
faculty, staff and students can enjoy.
"When we interviewed students, (many
of them) thought having
a coffeehouse on campus was a great idea and
wanted to be a part of
it," he said.
After opening Jan. 18
and celebrating the
grand opening last Friday, which was attended
by approximately 50
people, Benriter said
business
has
been
steady.
"(The store) has been
pretty busy, especially
in the evenings," he said.
Benriter. said some of

the success is because
Thoroughbrewed serves
Starbucks brand coffee.
"(Starbucks) has a real
cult following and people
recognize
the
brand," Benriter said.
Jeff Vedvick, a customer service representative for Starbucks, said
the appeal of Starbucks,
which has 8,831 stores
worldwide, 6740 of
which are located in
North America, is largely based on the company's pioneering ideas
concerning the caffeinated beverages.
Vcdvick said the idea
behind Starbucks, which
originally opened in
1971, came from Italian
coffeehouses.
"Wc started brewing
coffee in a way that (coffee) had not been
brewed before," Vedvick said. "At the time,
it was very different."
Vedvick also said
Starbucks' focus on
quality is another reason
for the chain's soccess.
Richer, darker, higher
quality (coffee) beans
produce a richer, darker
drink, Vedvick said.
"Starbucks is fanatical
about quality," Vedvick
said.
He also said the store
focuses on the quality of
all aspects of production

from the roasting of the
coffee bean to service
within the stores.
Vedvick
Although
said Starbucks has experienced more success in
the United States, the
chain has also been well
received overseas.
Thorough brewed
employee Adam Scott
said the store is already
successful and popular
with students here at
Murray. Scott said he
has also gotten caught
up in the coffee craze.
"(Students) hear Starbucks and they come
running," Scott, sophomore from Mayfield,
said. "We already have
regulars in here every
day."
Scott said the cafe,
which has a small stage
for poetry readings that
adds an authentic coffeehouse atmosphere.
has been contacted
about being used for
meetings and resident
adviser programs.
"I think it's great,"
Scott said. "We've never
had anything like this
around here."
Ashley Gray, junior
from Princeton, agreed.
"Thoroughbrewed is a
nice place to go and sit,''
she said. "It's cool that
we have something like
this on campus now."

photos by Ricky Agostin/The News

Kim Burgess, freshman from Wingo, prepares espresso at Thoroughbrewed Cafe in Hart
College Tuesday.

Tea
llr·<·r,
If

I

Shots;
•

(Above) Starbucks brand coffee is served in three sizes; grande, vente and tall. Employees write customer's
order on the cup. (Right) Different flavors of syrup, including vanilla and caramel, can be added to coffee for
an extra boost of flavor.
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This Week
• Friday
Play
7 p.m., "Twelfth
Night," $7, Robert E.
Johnson Theatre

9

Speech-language pathologists in demand
Amanda Morris
Contributing Writer

•Saturday_

Walking down the hallway
taking an autistic child to his
7:30 p.m., $14 for class, Erin Kaiser. speech-lanadults, $10 with Rnc- guage pathology graduate
ercard, $7 for chil- student from Newburgh, Ind.,
dren, children under heard words she had never
5 free, Expo Center
heard from the boy before.
ft was her last day at t he
•Sunday
middle school and many of
Campus Lights
the students were telling her
2:30p.m., "Annie Get
goodbye. The boy, who had
Your Gun," $7 for
adults, $5 for senior shown little response to his
Citizens,
children classmates or to Kaiser
and MSU students, looked at her and said,
"You've been good Ms. Erin,
Lovett Auditorium
I'll miss you."
•Monday
"I really like the fact that I
Movie Night
can see I make a difference,"
7:30 p.m., "Shaun of Kaiser said. "It is so rewardthe Dead," Curris ing.''
Center Theater
Although it is good for students to have a good math
•Thesd~- and English teacher, a child
openaouse
will always need communica10 a.m., Africantion skills, Kaiser said.
American Student
Speech-language patholoServices and Ethnic
gists
are profession:ils who
Programs, Multiculidentify,
assess and treat
tural Center,UO Cur·
speech,
language
and swalris Center
lowing problems. They
•Wednesday address problems like stuttering, a persons ability to
Luncheon
Noon, Black History
Kick-off Diversity
Luncheon, Winslow
Dining Hall

Truck Pull

•Thursday
Women and Men's
Basketban
5:15 p.m. and 7:15
p.m., MSU vs. Eastern Illinois State
University, RSEC

•Feb.4
Movie
7:30 p.m., "Chaos,"
Curris Center The·
ater

•Feb. S
Amateur and Pro Joann Hammons, associate
professor of wellness and
Motocross
2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m., therape utic sciences, lec$10 admission, chil- tures during her Tuesday
dren under 5 free, night neuroanatomy class.
Expo Center

Mclau

Pearl Payne, communication disorders program director, lectures during her Tuesday night fluency disorders class
about stuttering. This is one of many required classes for a master's in speech-language pathology. In addition to the
required classes, to obtain a master's degree the pathologist must have 375 clinical hours. Speech pathologists are in
demand especially in schools acr oss the United States.
understand language and
voice disorders. They also
address issues related to cdu·
cation including problems
with learning and literacy,
according to asha.org.
"Speech-language pathology is a very interesting field
bccaw;e everyone is not on
the course for the same goal,
you can do different things
with many different ages,"
Amanda Grace, sophomore
from Hopkinsville] said.
Speech-language pathologists must have a master·s
degree in speech-language
pathology, which requires 44
semester hours of graduate
study and 375 clinical hours.
With such a push for early
intervention in finding chitdrcn who have communication disorders and getting
them help, th ere is a growing
demand for pathologist s,
Kaiser said.
This demand is especially

high for school pathologists, find students willing to get
since many choose to work in their doctorate to teach
hospitals, nursing homes, speech-language pathology at
rehabilitations centers and an upper level.
clinics. There are many reaMurray State's program is
sons for this shortage, one is growing. It is keeping its
because some speech pathol- courses at capacity and is freogists serve patients through- quently find ing that there is a
out their life, Pearl Payne, need for a larger classroom.
communication
disorders This fall their were 10 freshprogram director, said.
men, 10 to IS transfers and 10
T here are other factors that major changes. said Payne.
contribute to the demand.
Although the undergraduSome being one in every six ate program has room to
Americans live with some grow, the gradu:~te program
type of communication disor- is full. Murray State's proder. according to rtsha.org. gram admits 12 to 14 students
Also many elderly adults arc into the two-year graduate
Jiving after they have injuries, program. Currently there are
like strokes and heart attacks, 24 students in the program.
and c hildr en who arc late
Kentucky schools currently
talkers need a speech-Jan- employee 927 specch-language pathologist to help guagc teachers, although,
them better ' communicate, there was a shortage of 88
1
Payne said.
I I ,. L posltions,' l'~portea by iii strict'
Not only are more people schools in December.
Local schools look to the
in need of a speech-language
pathologist, there is a need to University's program also.

Murray City schools have
two speech-language pathologists and one assistant who
is working on their master's.
Calloway County schools
employ five speech-language
pathologists, although. one
will be resigning at the end of
February. All of the pathologists are Murray State alumni.
With all the openings in
many local school districts it
is easy to see why 100 percent
of Murray State speech-language pathologist graduates
have been hired immediately
after graduation.
Grace encourages students
who are interested in pathology to shadow a pathologist
for a day to see if it is right for
them.
The
speech-language
pathology' Ciepartment is taking applications, due Feb. 15,
for the graduate program in
speech-pathology.

Murray State University
Leadership Programs

For more
infonnation contact:

ATTENTION MSU STUDENTS!!

111 Wilson Hall
762-4478

Emerging Leaders (freshman only) and
Leadership Murray State applications are
now available in the Student Organizations
Office (locqted on the 3rd floor of the Curris Center). Both programs are a semester
long and are designed to help freshman
and upperclassmen develop leadership
skills. The application deadline is Friday,

January 28 at 4:30 pm.
For more information contact:
Call 762-6953 or email

•
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Early planning,
Web sites make
traveling easier
most college students think
as they plan for beaches and
sun.
.
According to www.vacaWith the cold weather tionhomes.com/ springpromising to hold out for a break.cfm the top five
few more months, Murray Spring Break destinations
State students are staying for 2005 include: South
inside to plan and book Padre Island, Texas, Lake
Spring Break trips for a Havasu, Ariz., Daytona
chance of sunshine in Beach, Panama City and
Cancun, Mexico as the No. 1
March.
Tasha Van Winkle, junior choice.
Andrea Nall, junior from
from Paducah, said she used
the Internet to plan all of Paducah, said she might
her Spring Break trips and plan a trip next year, but
will use it again to plan this this year she is just going
year's vacation.
home to work.
"It is much more accessi"It's a Lot of money to
ble than other ways and spend on a trip if you don't
plus you can get to more get a good deal," she said.
Many Web sites are
sites with more information
designed to help college
easier," she said.
Van Winkle has been to students book a fun-filled
Panama City, Fla., and Day- trip on the average college
tona Beach and said she was student's budget. For examthinking of going a Little far- ple, www.hostelworld.com
ther this year. She seems to is a site that provides more
be thinking the same way than 8,000 properties in 155

Elizabeth Fields
Staff Writer
efields@thenews.org

3for3
Hostelworld.com
offers online bookings for numerous
hostels around the
world. Just go to
the Web site and
choose a destination to find out the
cost. Here is a look
at the cost for a
three-night stay in
New York City,
Clearwater Beach,
Fla., and Cancun.
Mexico.

January 28, 2005

New York City

Clearwater Beach Cancun

The \Vanderes Inn
West
• eight-bed mixed
dorm ensuitc
• $20 per night per
person

ill Clearwater

..-----------,

------------------

Beach Florida
•lO-bed mixed
dorm ensuite
• $15 per night per
person

Soberanis
• four-bed mixed
dorm
• $8.30 per night
per person

art by Chia ·Hung ChanF/The News

countries and thousands of
activities for all types of
budgets.
It also offers sample trip
ideas and flight information
to book a fast way to get to
destinations. This site
knows students are going to
want to split hotel rooms to
keep prices down and offers
prices per person.
Van W inkle said she
always starts thinking about
saving money for Spring
Break during Winter Break.
"I start saving early, but I

always usc my tax returns already planned trips, are
to help cover the costs," she getting their plans into
action or just dreaming of
said.
If money turns out to be the day when they can go
more of a roadblock than an on their own Spring Break
obstacle, some students opt trip, the Internet seems to
to travel with their families. be the most popular choice
Kate Mulvaney, freshman of aid.
Another choice would be
from Dyersburg, Tenn., said
she might be going to Gulf to talk to travel agents who
Shores, Ala., with her family are willing to help students
with tight budgets when
in March.
"Since they are going to they meet with them in pertake us, they will plan it son and are able to book in
too," she said.
advance.
Van Winkle said Spring
Whether students have

Break is almost always fun,
but the No. 1 thing students
should consider is the
group with whom they are
going to travel.
"Make sure you go with a
group of people that you
can enjoy being around for
an entire week," she said. "It
could definitely make or
break your week."
Other sites useful for
information or reserving
hotels and flights are: allspringbreak.com
and
www.paradiseparties.com.

- - - - - -This Week in Entertainment- - - - - • Albums

• Box Office

I. American Idiot

1. Are We There Yet?

Green Day
2. Encore
Eminem
3. Greatest Wts
Shania Twain
4. Get Lifted
John Legend
5. Cnmk Juice
Lit Jon and The East Side
Boyz
Source: Billboard.com

• Songs

• DVD

• Web site

• Books

!l
l.~T
!!!Ir•o•yiii!(•:JIPd!lles•cr
-ee·n~)-- I. The Broker
coffeegeek.com
John Grisham
This Web site is for the
2. 1, 2 Step
2. Troy (pan and scan)
2. The Da Vinci Code
coffee lover. There are
Dan Brown
Ciara featuring Missy Elliott
numerous rev iews about
3. Lovers and Friends
3. Harold and Kumar Go 3. The Five People You different coffee products
Lit Jon and The East Side To White Castle (unrated) Meet in Heaven
like espresso machines and
Mitch Alborn
Boyz featuring Usher and
budget coffee makers. The
4. State ofFear
Ludacris
4. Napoleon Dynamite
guides and how to section
Michael Crichton
4. SoUder
has articles like "The Milk
Destiny's Child
5. Resident Evil: Apoca· s. Chainflre
Guide"
and
Frothing
Terry Goodkind
5. Drop It Like it's Bot
lypse (special edition)
"Beginners guide to CupSnoop Dogg featuring Pharping." There is also a forum
rell
Source: nytimes.com to talk about coffee.
Soun·e: Billboard.com
Source: Billbo,m1.com

1. Let Me Love You

Mario

2. Coach Carter
3. Meet the Fockers
4. In Good C~&i'pany

5. Radng Stripes

Source: movies/nytimes.com

National Student Exchange
• Exchange for up to one full year
• Pay Murray State tuition to attend
schools throughout the US,
Puerto Rico and US Territories
• Kentucky Residents
Use your KEES money to pay for
nd excha
to

•

tbenetus.org
FRIDAY, JANUARY 28.2005

Om You KNOW?

Get up to date information
and much more right here!

•
ap
• Full-time s
of application
• Some scholarships and student
financial aid will apply to this
program
• Application deadline for Fall
2005/Spring 2006 - February 28, 2005

You can search
through the archives
of the Murray State
News on thenews.org
to rmd that time your
best friend was written up in police beat...
or any other useful
information!

At thenews.org you can find everything you
would in the printed version of The Murray State
News along with fun , new intereactive features,
such as:

• Weekly polls of student opinions,
•·Discussion forum for events around
campus,
• Streaming video, and,
•The ability to send e-mails to the
editors--let your voice be heard!

Contact Dr. Ross Meloan in Career Services
for more information:
Stop by 210 Ordway Hall
Call 762-3735 or e-mail

Get your edition of The Murray State News today at

ross.meloan@ murraystate.edu

thenews.org

f
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Colleges offer programs, services to stop alcoholism
Tyler Moore
Staff Writer
tmoore@thencws.org

Alcohol abuse and related
incidents arc nothing new
at universities around the
nation or on Murray State's
campus.
Several
universities
across the country have
spearheaded
on-campus
programs to help keep students clean and sober for
life. Case Western Reserve
University in Cleveland has
established a residential
recovery service on the
campus to aid students who
are dealing with the repercussions of alcohol abuse.
"Case's recovery facility
is actually a home which
has been renovated or
transformed into two apartments," }es Sellers. director
of University Counseling

Services for Case Western,
said. ''lt is a co-ed facility,
but currently we only have
men living there."
According to the Associated Press, there are an estimated 1,400 alcohol-related
deaths each year among college students, most involving car accidents. A government study released in 2003
stated that binge drinking
was climbing fastest among
18-to-20-year-olds.
In 1999, Harvard University's School of Public
Health surveyed students at
ll9 colleges asking questions about their drinking
habits. The study found that
51 percent of the men drank
five or more drinks and 41
percent of women drank
four or more drinks in a
given night.
Many college officials arc
establishing and fine-tuning

programs to help those students who suffer from alcohol abuse and don't know
where to turn.
Every
student
''vho
applies to live in the recovery dorm must agree to
develop a treatment plan
with one of the counseling
center professionals.
"The mission is both simp le and challenging," Sellers
said. "(It is) to help our students at risk regain their
ability to remain an active
student, make healthy
choices and to contribute to
Case's powerful learning
environment.''
Sellers said the dorm has
received a lot of attention,
including an offer from
MTV to use the house as a
focus of a new reality show.
Sellers declined the offer.
Don Kamalsky. director
of Housing for Case, said

the house has been a huge
"People have this image
Besides the initial level of
of a drunk in a gutter as a testing, Murray State does
success.
"There has been great person who is suffering offer other services.
success in supporting (the) from alcohol abuse," said
"At one time Murray
students treatment pro- Allbritten.
State offered regular AlcoBut that is simply not the holics Anonymous meetgram," he said. "No
dropouts (thus far).''
case. he said.
ings, but currently they do
Although Murray State
"Hard working, white col- not meet," said Judy Lyle,
does not offer a similar pro- lar indiviJunls can suffer director of Health Services.
gram, the Counseling and from it just as much as "But the Coalition for Alco·
Testing Center on campus another
person,"
said hoi Risk education does
offers services for those Allbritten.
meet, which meets to try to
who are suffering from
With alcohol abuse comes prevent harm from the conserious consequences and sumption of alcohol.''
alcohol abuse.
Bill Allbritten, director of because the Testing and
Lyle said Murray State
the center, said it offers an Counseling Center is not a \iocs not offer services like
initiative level of counsel- treatment facility, it often those of Case, simply
ing.
makes referrals for people because there is not a huge
''The center offers an ini- to get further assistance. need in the area.
tial evaluation to determine Allbritten said many times,
Even without numerous
whether there are other alcohol abuse goes hand in services, Murray State, Case
issues contributing to the hand with other ongoing Western Reserve Universiabuse and to look at past factors in people's lives.
ty and other schools offer
"Many people deal with many counseling programs
history," said Allbritten.
Alcoholism is something stress and with other prob- to help stop alcohol probthat can often times go lems by drinking," said lems that may affect stuunnoticed.
Allbritten.
dents.
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Campus Lights presents 68th annual production
Students perform
classic musical

for community
Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishon@thenews.org

The Murray State community will get a taste of
the wild west when Phi Mu
Alpha and Sigma Alpha
Iota, in association with the
College of Humanities and
Fine Arts, present the 68th
annual production of Campus Lights.
This year's production is
Irving
Berlin's classic
broadway musical "Annie
Get Your Gun," a play based
on the life story of Annie
Oakley and her adventures
with Colonel Buffalo Bill's
Wild West Show.
David McCall, sophomore
from Greenfield, Tenn., was
chusen by members of Phi
Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha
Iota to direct this year's
show.
McCall said he felt privileged to be able to direct the
longest-running
student
performed and produced
show in the South.
His first duty as director
of Campus Lights, McCall
was to propose five possible
musicals to the fraternities'
board of producers.
Members of the two fraternities then narrowed
down the choices based on
costume needs, ability to
obtain necessary copyrights
and the other special needs
of each show.
"The bottom line (was)

how much will it cost,"
McCall said.
However, McCall said he
couldn't have been happier
with the fraternities' choice.
"This is a show that is
ncar and dear to my heart,"
McCall said. "I was very
pleased that this was the
title that the fraternities
picked. ('Annie Get Your
Gun' has) one of the best
roles ever written for a
robust, spitfire woman."
"I really think a lot of
what the fraternities do,"
said Abby Bernardini,
senior from Belleville and
vocal director for this year's
Campus Lights. ''I really
think (Campus Lights) is
one of the most amazing
things we do each year."
Bernardini said the best
thing about Campus Lights
is that it is put on entirely
by students to support students.
"We do everything ourselves,'' Bernardini said. "It
really is a completely different experience. The money
doesn't go to us."
McCall said all proceeds
from ticket sales go to a fulltuition scholarship for one
incoming freshman majoring in music.
"The music department
will match all of the funds
raised (by the show),"
McCall said.
Amanda Mc<~uirc, junior
from Benton who plays
Annie Oakley in the musi-

(Above) Dolly Tate (left), played by Alisa StulJ, junior
from Sebree, watches Frank Buttler, played by Mark
Borum, and Annie Oakley, played by Amanda
McGuire, junior from Benton, interact during the
musical production.

photos by R.tshod Taylor/Ill<• News

Frank Buttler, played by Mark Borum, graduate student from Custer, points his gun at the target during
the shoot out with Annie Oakley in Irving Berlin's
musical 'Annie Get Your Gun.'
cal, said this was the first
time she was cast in a lead
role for any production.
"1 think it's pretty cool
that my peers deemed m~
worthy to play the part (of
Annie Oakley)," McGuire
said. "I've never had a
speaking role in anything."
McGuire said rehearsals
for the musical were two
and a half intense weeks of
singing and dancing.
"We didn't get bored,"

McGuire said.
Bernardini said after the
auditions last semester, cast
members began rehearsing
early this semester for the
show.
"We came back.the week
before classes started, and
we drilled them hard,"
Bernardini said.
The
first
week of
rehearsals lasted from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. each day.
"It's pretty insane when

The cast of' Annie Get Your Gun' performs a musical
number during the play. The production opened
Thursday night in Lovett Auditorium.
most musicals have a twn
month rehearsal period,''
McCall said.
However. McCall said the
cast worked hard in the little time they had.
''The transformation has
been amazing." McCall said.
"Since the first read
through, I've felt that W<!
had something special."
Bernardini also felt the
members of the cast were
progressing quite well.
"In my opinion, this has
been one of the best shows

r

•: PARTY ZONE •
Meet us 6pm, Wednesday, February 9 at
Freed Curd Auditorium
for more information on these exciting opportunities!
Harrah's Metropolis is seeking part-timers who want to work weekend nights
(Friday and Saturday) only. Qualified candidates must have an upbeat, positive and
outgoing personality. Our goal is to bring an enthusiastic energy to make the Party
Zone a HIGH ENERGY casino entertainment experience. Must be 21 years of age.
This position has a potential of high compensation.

Drop-in or Log-on for a Great Opportunity
www.harrahs.com
(select the Metropolis Property and
click on the job MSU Party Zone)
to apply, please log-on or send resume to: 100 East Front Street, Metropolis, IL
62960; or Fax: (618) 524-6136. Equal Opportunity Employer.
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w~·vc ever done," Bernardini said. "It is prl!tty amazing
what students can do. I am
very, very proud of (the
cast)."
The Campus lights production of "Annie Get Y<>ur
Gun" will be pcrformeJ in
Lovett Auditorium at 7 p.m.
today through Saturday and
at 2:~0 p.m. Sunday.
Tickets will be available
at the door for $7 for adults
and $5 for senior citizens,
children and Murray St:llc
students.
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Sports EdJtor: Nalhao Clinkenbeard
Assistant Sports Editor: Brittany Renfro
Phone: 762-4·181

President
showcases
mad hoop skills
I want to take King down.
No, Racer Patrol, I don't want to
assassinate him. All I want is a friendly game of one-on-one basketball
with our president himself.
Ever since the new wellness center
opened on campus I have been there
frequently working out and using the
facility responsible for the added
zero or zeros on our tuition biUs.
On several occasions while at the
wcllness center I have seen our president shooting hoops and getting his
game on with students. I guess you
cuuld say this has
been a distraction
for me because I
am interested in
what kind of game
the president has.
It has to be a
positive for our
•president to be
out on the court
keeping up with
college kids in
their
pick-up
game primes. r
Nathan
am pretty sure Clinkenbeard
the percentages
Sports Editor
of
presidents
around the country who play any
kind of sports with their students has
to be less than five. Most presidents
arc crusty old men or women who
still sit at home at night watching
reruns of "The Lawrence Welk
Show." At least our president is still
healthy and athletic and willing to be
lit up by crossov~rs and three-pointers.
Seriously, in all honesty our president is a bailer. I bet we could throw
him in a tournament with other presidents from across the country and
he would probably come o~t on top.
Who knows, maybe that's how he
really got the name King. They call
LeBron "King," you know.
Anyway, I know this guy had to
play some kind of basketball when he
was younger cause no one just plays
like that.
Rumors buzzed about him playing
some college ball, but I could not
confirm these rumors. Any attempt
on Google left me with a bunch of
Murray State stuff.
The mysterious F in F. King was
discovered, however.
Bone, one of my housemates, had
to guard him in a game the other day,
and, by his account, did a good job
defending him. However, King was 3of-4 from the field, including a couple
of three pointers. One of the adjectives used to describe his play was
"smooth."
I'm sure by now King is known as
someone you can't shut down, and
someone you can only hope to contain.
Well, I want to take him on. Manoa
mano. Sports editor versus president.
I might suck big time at basketball,
but hopefully my youth will give me
a much-needed edge. I will have to
look past the charismatic smile and
remember it's just a facade. He's a
warrior underneath.
My challenge is out there. I'll play
anytime, anywhere.
Bring H. Fieldon.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor of The Murray State News, e-mail
him at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

Mlck
w..ith
:Kentucky has

bqdted tbe situation.
..rm. willb)g ta swallow xny pride
10 do what i~ takes to continue this
~des

because I know how much
the faDs lave itt ~ronm said.
"However. I don1t .li.tre the way the
Jitua~i~l:l bas be~n 'handled by
W~ep. If tl\ey 1Jon't Want to play
theil t.llty ~ to ttand up and say
jt; ·l :R$ to
this for the
• • ~y. I don't care."
For Mmray State and Cronin.
sc~uJing bas ,alway~ been a thorn
in theU: sjde because team<; simplll
do not want to play t~ :Racers.

$&IV•

Now11 a p~ ~tWly reserved as a

gitnmie in terms of .scheduling
could fall through.
Both the Ohio Valley Conference
and the S\ln .Belt Conference are
expahding their respective sch.ed..
uJcs for next season, which means
ther~ will be less oon·<.:onfer~nce
games for the two te.1ms. T))e QVC
will be ndjusting to a 20-game conh
feretJCe scbedu,lc.
Crooin said the red flags $tarted
to"SO-offin his head when Assistant
CoftCh Chris Goggin, who handles
the bt;~rs' scheduling. rnaae
repeated calls to Western without
one tijtum call
The head coach then went to
lnterin1 Athletics Director &~nny
Roth to have him tall Western's
.Athletics Director Wo<>d 5elig after:
hearing rumors through
'""....,.;""
drcks that Western die!
,my intention of playlag th~~--li.:•:'-'~sjllft.~lilu~i~!lt4dll

qext season
.. (Selig) tal~ed to me
conference li;tving to ex1Dlrld
lca~e scbt-dule and tllat tlliall>w
reviewing all their nolll"l':illrttlet
schedules." Roth said. "Tiiii
a
fans game. I4J1d there is' a SROuatli!l
of histocy be~ the two pro~ams. We need to keep this game
going."
The probleJn for CJ:onin .and hi$
t~am is sch~duUng for nel(t season
takes place now, and wjth Westem's weak stance Cl'Otlin cannot·

Women take down Tennessee·State; Morehead next
Brittany Renfro
Assistant Sports Editor
brenfro@thenews.org

Blocked shots and
rebounds may have been
the key factors in the
Murray State women's
basketball team's 82-73
win over Tennessee State
Saturday.
The women set a team
record of nine blocked
shots at a home arena,
with six players attributing to the blocks. The
team demolished the previous record of seven
blocks from the 1993 win
over Tennessee-Martin.
Rob Cross, assistant
coach for the Racers.
gives the credit of the win
to the team's offensive
rebounding.
"Tennessee State's a
very dangerous team,
although not picked very
high in the preseason
conference picks," Cross
said. "They're one of the
leading
offensive
rebounding teams in the
country; they lead the
(Ohio Valley Conference)
in offensive rebounding.
We out-rebounded them
by one."
With 11 mintucs 38 seconds left in the first half,

The Sports Line...

Agosti

Senior forward Rebecca Remington dribbles the ball past Tennessee State's
Q.u anecia Fletcher. Remington has recently seen time at power forward.
Tennessee State tied the
game at 15, but the Racers
scored the next six points
to lead once again.
It did not take the
Tigers long to react,
when Kcndru Railey, who
finished with 24 points
and 14 rebounds made a
jump-shot diminishing
the Racers lead 25-22.

Sunday: ABC @ noon
NBA Basketball
Rockets at Heat

F

Early in the second half.
Murray lead by 13 points
but the Tigers responded
with a 12-0 run to tie the
game 54-54.
Murray went on to
make 11 of 13 free·throw
attempts in the last 5:29 to
complete the win.
Senior Rebecca Remington went 11 for 16 in

Murray State Events

Sunday: ESPN @ 6 p.m.
NCAA Basketball
':
Syracuse at Pittsburgh p

Saturday: CBS @ 2:30 p.m.
NCAA Basketball
Kentucky at Arkansas

Joi Felton. Murray State
head coach, said Bailey
was a concern for the
Racers.
"Tennessee State is
tough, and they did a really good joh on us," Felton
said. "We were concerned about Bailey coming inh) the game, and she
showed why tonight."

•

TV Events
Tonight: ESPN2 @ 8:30 p.m.
Women's Tennis
Austrailian Open Women's Final

News

field goals and five of six
in free throws, with a
double-double,
gamehigh 28 points.
Freshman Shaleea Petty
came through for the
Racers with 15 points, five
rebounds, and five assists,
while junior Jill Fulkerson had a game-high six
assists with six rebounds
and seven points.
The Racer's had an
away match up against
Eastern Kentucky University at 4:30 p.m.
Thursday. Details of the
game were not available
at presstime.
The Racers lost to EKU
at home Jan. 8 with a
score of 88-78, so the
team went looking for a
win.
"You need to bold your
home court and split your
road games, probably, to
win this conference this
year," Cross said. "That's
one we need to get back.
They beat us on our home
court, and it's an important game for us to go and
get that back."
Murray State's next
home game is at 5:15 p.m.
next Thursday at the
Regional Special Events
Center against Eastern
Illinois.

rt

Today: Rifle@ 3 p.m.
Pat Spurgin Rifle Range
Roger Withrow Invitational
Saturday: W BBall @ 4:30 p.m.
Johnson Arena
Murray St. at Morehead St.

Saturday: M BBall @ 6:30 p.m.
Johnson Arena
Murray St. at Morehead St.
Saturday: Tennis @ 9 a.m.
Varsity Tennis Courts
Murray St. at Indiana

-P
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Tasty recipes
possible despite
Win over Tigers give Racers edge in Morehead matchup,
off-season

Crunch time

BobHengge

Staff Writer
bhengge@thenews.org

Following a big win over Tennessee State which improved
the Racer's record to 10-6 (5-l
Ohio Valley Conference), the
Racers will close out a two-game
road trip Saturday night at
Morehead State.
The Eagles are 8-9 overall and
2-4 in the league following a victory over last-place and winless
Jacksonville State last Saturday
night.
With everyone in the league
chasing undefeated Samford, the
Racers will face a pesky Morehead State team led by senior
Chad McKnight and his almost
16 points and seven rebounds
per game.
Head Coach Mick Cronin
understands he cannot worry
about what other teams in the
OVC are doing and instead must
focus on winning every game
the Racers play.
"You can't hope for other people to lose; you need to go out
and win, because you can control that," Cronin said. "You've
got to control what you can control."
After making it to the OVC
semifmals last year, the Eagles
have had to replace standout
Ricky Minard who was drafted
in the second round of this past
year's NBA draft by the Sacramento Kings.
The Eagles have struggled to
replace Minard's scoring and
versatility, as he graduated with
the school's all-time record in
points scored, was named to
three first team all-OVC squads
and earned a conference Player
of the Year title for the 2002-'03
season.
This year's Eagles have a more
balanced scoring attack with
three players averaging close ~o
or more than 10 po'ints a game.
Sophomore Josh Reed, a 6foot-2-inch guard, is second on
the team in scoring with more
than 11 points a game and is
shooting more than 40 percent

from three-point range.
Reed also leads the team in
steals and is among the leaders
in assists.
Freshman Jonathan True, a 6foot-11-inch forward, has been a
factor in the middle fo r the
Eagles as his shot-blocking ability could stand to give the Racers
problems inside the paint.
If the Racers want to win on
the road, it will take another performance from junior guard
Keith Jenifer like the one he
delivered last Saturday night
against Tennessee State in an
82-74 victory.
With 17 points and seven
assists he showed the promise of
how this team can perform with
all cylinders running.
"Keith Jenifer bad a great
game," Cronin said. "Seven
assists, one turnover, 17 points
and three rebounds. He does a
great job leading our team. If
you're going to compete for a
league championship, you have
to have someone like Keith playing at an all-league level. When
be makes shots like he did
tonight, be takes this team to
another level."
Jenifer knew the game against
Tennessee State was going to be
a tough matchup considering the
athletes the Tigers have.
"We knew this game was
going to be a shootout:• Jenifer
said. "They had played some
tough teams and had a lot of
Division I transfers. They can all
shoot, and they're an athletic
team just like us."
The defense has also been
playing well as the Racers held
TSU, who had been averaging 88
points a game, to just 74.
After Tennessee Tech's loss
Tuasday to Austin Peay, the
Racer team has a chance to step
into a tie for second place in the

ovc.

Saturday night's game in
Morehead begins at 6:45 after
the women's game and can be
heard on GoRacers.com.
The team returns to Murray
for a five-game homestand
beginning Feb. 3.

Ricky Agostin/The

Nf'W\

Keith Jenifer, junior guard from Baltimore, pulls up in the lane
as T ennessee State's Bruce Price tries to block hJs shot. The
Racers defeated the Tigers 82-74, Saturday at the RSEC.

Murray State athletes outshine the competition
DanTepe

Kentucky fi nished with the
fourth
best graduation rate of 51
Staff Writer
dtepe@thenews.org
percent, followed closely by
Louisville and Eastern Kentucky,
College athletics have become which posted rates of 48 and 42,
such a primary focus at the colle- respectively.
giate level that people someIn addition, 63 student-athletes
times overlook the accomplish- made Dean's List honors for the
ments of athletes inside the 2004 spring semester. To make
classroom.
the Dean's List, students must
A student-athlete must find earn a GPA of at least 3.5 at the
time to excel in the classroom end of the semester.
and put hours of effort into comNearly haJf of the student-athpetition and practice.
letes posted a GPA of 3.0 or betMurray State's student-ath- ter. Nineteen student-athletes
letes set the precedent for gradu- fm ished the spring semester
ation rates in 2003-2004. Sixty with GPA's of 4.0.
percent of Murray State's stuKenny Roth, Murray State's
dent-athletes graduated, which interim athletic director, said
ranked first among Kentucky's athletic programs can be sucDivision I schools.
cessful in the classroom and out.
The Racers' graduation rate
"The latest graduation rates
surpassed Western Kentucky's continue to support our theory
55 percent and Morehead State's that it is entirely possible to win
54 percent. The University of championships and graduate

your student-athletes," Roth
said.
Senior guard Rebecca Remington, a two-year starter for the
women's basketball team, is an
example of the academic success
at Murray State.
Remington was selected by the
Ohio Valley Conference in
November 2004, along with two
other women and three men, to
receive it~ Scholar-Athlete
Award for 2004-2005.
ln the classroom, Remington
possesses a 3.97 GPA and is
majoring in business administration. She is also a two-time recipient of the OVC Medal of Honor
which goes to the player with the
highest GPA in their respective
sport in the OVC.
The annual award is the most
prestigious honor a student-athlete can receive in the OVC. The
OVC takes accomplishments in

nnd out of the classroom and
leadership qualities into consideration when selecting the
award winners.
Matt Kelly, assistant athletics
director for academics, is
pleased with the individual and
collaborative efforts of Murray
State's student-athletes.
''I'm so proud of our studentathletes,'' he said. ''They have
taken personal responsibility for
their academic progress."
Kenny Roth said many personnel in athletics and in the classroom have contributed to the
achievements of the Racer student-athletes and all deserve
recognition.
"There are so many that have a
hand in the graduation of our
players," Roth said. "We want to
thank everyone who has taken
part in touching the academic
success of our student-athletes.''

liON BIE&C:H

Man~

Will Brantley is the outdoor columnist
of The Murray State News, e-mail him
at wbrantley@thenews.org.

TheNews.Org

Tannfng & St-orage Rental

~========

With hunting seasons winding
down, it's getting time to begin
recovering. Soon, shotguns will need
cleaning. waders will need patching,
brush pants will need stitching and
boot~ will probably just need to be
thrown away. We're getting ready to
set into the dreaded "off-season,"
which is the time of year when it's
too cold to fish for much of anything
and all the bunting seasons are pretty well over. It should be noted here,
however, that the folks at the Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources have extended
squirrel season through February,
which at least gives us something to
do.
If you've had a
decent season,
you've probably
got a freezer fu ll
of critters that
need to be eaten.
I eat wild game
pretty regularly
throughout the
year, but sometimes it does
stack up. There
are a couple of
Will
recipes tou can
Brantley
try that will feed Outdoor Colunmist
several folks at a
time. I think they're tasty, if done
correctly.
If you're a deer hunter, you've
probably got some venison in the
freezer. Now, my family and I eat
deer meat as fast as we get it, but a
good way to cook a bunch of it at
once is by barbecuing it. Proper care
has to be taken with this recipe
though, or it will taste like crap, so
pay attention.
Start by trimming all the sinew and
tendons away from the meat. This
stuff will render veni.c;on tough and
foul tasting. Once you've taken care
of that, marinate the meat for a couple of days. I like Italian dressing for
a......ma,inade, but Worchestershire
sauce, garlic salt and plenty of pepper make for a good marinade too.
Heat up a•charcoal grill and get yourself a large sheet of aluminum foil.
Cut the venison into thin strips,
spread it out on the foil and put a
good amount of barbecue sauce over
it with a little honey and a splash of
beer. Drink the rest of the beer so it
doesn't go to waste. Wrap the whole
mess up and put it on the grill. Every
once in a while, open the foil (don't
spill anything though) and pour a little more sauce inside. Be careful not
to overcook it. Most red wild game
meat should be eaten medium rare
for the best flavor. Once it's done, I'll
promise it's tasty.
Ducks are another good critter to
put on the grill. Uke venison, trim
duck breasts as carefully as possible,
and also marinate them in Italian
dressing. After a day or two in the
marinade. take a duck breast and
smear a sizable chunk of cream
cheese onto it. Put a little cut of
jalapeno pepper on top of this, and
roll the duck breast around it. Wrap
the breast with a strip of bacon. put a
toothpick through it and top it off
with a piece of onion. Put that on the
grill (again, don't cook it too long)
and it'll be tasty enough to make your
tongue slap your eyeballs.

812,._Whitnell Drive
Murray

8 a.m. • 9 P.lnAi. & Sat.
8 a.m. . 8 p.m.
Cbsed &lndaY

753-3333
753-3853
1 008 Chestn u t St.

'}De 'Wild

~spberry

••••••••••••••••••••

We are now doing bridal registry.
Come in and check out atl
the neat things!

•••••••••••••••••••••

416 Main Street 753-0859

Sllowtlmos on 1110 mtornel

I
Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE.
I Located inside Wai-Mart.
I
I
I Coupon must bo prese11tad for red,; mpttOn .

L---------- - .
0 2005 Blockbuster Inc.

www.hollvwood.com

24 - Hour lnfonnation Une

753-3314

MSU STUDENTS
. . . . . .a.lfll.

••a•.aJaET,_
lS4l
·-Y- ~Y

RENT YOUR MOVIES
AT THE MOVIES

ANY 2 RENTAlS
MONDAY - THURSDAY
FOR $4
!DVD;YHS/VIDEO GAMES)
FOR VIDEO INFORMATION
CAll 753-8084
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Poll shows
'Breds to finish
7th in league

Jacksonville State
comes to Murray
as marked team
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkc:nbl'ard@thenC'ws.org

After falling to Jacksonville State Sunday in
the Newkirk Invitational
hosted by Tennessee
Tech the Racer team will
have the opportunity to
finally take on the undefeated Gamecocks in its
home range.
The Racer rifle team
hosts its annual Roger
Withrow
Invitational
beginning today and
going through Sunday.
Rifle Head Coach Ann
Proctor is looking forward to another crack at a
Jacksonville State team
currently ranked st•cond
in the entire NCAA
behind last season's
champion Alaska-Fairbanks.
"Both times we faced
each other it has been a
close match," Proctor
said. "We know we can
do it, and I know we'll
step it up this weekend."
Earlier in the fall season, Murray State went
head-to-head in a dual
match with the Game·
cocks, but fell short by a
final tally of 4647-4613.
This time at the Newkirk
Invitational the Racers
came closer to Jacksonville State, but still
lost 4628·4615.
The Racers scored 2302
points out of 2400 in the
smallbore portion of the
match and 2313 out of
2400 in air rifle for, an ,
aggregate score of 4615
out of a possible 4800.

FOR

Murray State was led
by junior Alex Culbertson
who shot a 578 out of 600
in smallbore and a 580 out
of 600 in air rifle for an
aggregate total of 1158.
Freshman
Cameron
Hicks was right behind
Culbertson with an aggre·
gate score of 1157. Hicks
led the Racers in the
smallbore competition
with a 582 and he shot a
575 in air rifle.
Another freshman. Dan
Belluzzo, trailed Hicks by
two points by shooting an
aggregate score of 1155.
Belluzzo shot a 575 in
smallbore and a 580 in air
rifle, while senior Robert
Purdy fired a 572 in smallbore and a 577 in air 'rifle
for a total of ll49.
Sophomore
Josiah
Brooks shot a 567 in
smallbore and led the
Racers in air rifle with a
581 for a total of 1148.
Sophomore
Brandy
Boucherie totaled an 1123
with a 556 in smallborc
and a 567 in air rifle, while
senior Mike Gardner shot
an aggregate of IllS with a
571 in smaUbore and a 544
in air rifle.
Boucherie said even
though they are rivals
with Jacksonville State
the shooters on both
teams
have
become<
friends.
"We always look forward to shooting against
them," Boucherie said.
''Our teams are real close,
and even though we compete against each other
we have really formed
some great friendships.''

SALE

1993 ford R.lnger tXIffided cab, V-6,
new tires, $:.!700. 19117 Plyrnooth HorlLOn four door, low milrage. Call 439-

2699.
Woltt TanninH Bt·d~ Afinrdanle •convenient. T.an .tl homtl. l'.tyn1l'nt~ (rom
$29/ month. f~t•t• <"ulor c.:at.1log.
www.np.t'iSian.< urn C.1ll tod,ay 1· 800842·"1105
Sawmills· $2,6<J5.00 ·I umhcrM,Itt>·
:2000 & lumhf·rlite-24 . !'Jorwood
lndu~tti<".t also manui,t< tur<!S utility ATV
attachments, log skiddNs, portable
OOiltd edger' and fnrcstcy L'tJuapm••nt.
www.norwoodrnJustrit>s.com
Free
rniormation: 1-ROO·"i78-13f!J cxt300:--:
Bwlding S.1le! •Rod Bottom Prices!•
Final clearance. HNt next price
mcrcase. Go direct/ save. 20x26,
25x30, 30x40, 3 Sx50, 40x60, 4!;x90,
so, 100, 60" 180. Others. Pionct.'l' 1·
80().668-5422

Florid.t. Naples. Live on the water! Your
pit.>ce of p<aradi!J.! from Gulf In Goli.
$200k\ to $1 ,000,000+. Call Sue
Myhe!ic Coull Breeze RL 23CJ·21 f.-6444

FOR RENT
Profl',~iun.ll otrict~ ~p.at<' for rent in
FrJnkiofl. )u~t ulf US 127 new l·h-1.
Approxim.Jtcly 700 .,qu.m• teet 011 S(.'C·
on<l ihtr, 11nV,1te h.llh, d~<·ts. $6(~)
per month, Inc luclt~ w.ttt•r/~<'WN, clt'l'·
trlc:, g;ts. C,lll C,()2-22 l·llll2 1.
_

HELP WANTED
Get paid to Wave! Part·timt job opportunity. Dress ili Unde Sam or 1..1dy liberty. CostlllllCS provided. No expE"rl·
ence nec~ry. C•ul Liberty Inc~ Tax
at 753-7650.
JOtN THE SOlllliWOOOS WAY ASD HAH TM£
am SI.IMWR or ~Ol'• UHI Southwoods i$

a co-ed residffltial childl"\'n's camp in
the Adirornbck Mountaim of New
York. Southwooch. is Sftking ENTHUSI·

Staff Report

J.lhOtos by Rashod Taylor/ The News

Junior Alex Culbertson, from Salem, Ore., places his targets before he begins
practice Wednesday at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range. Culbertson led Murray
State to a second-place finish at the Newkirk Invitational on Sunday.
Conference USA member Memphi s came in
third at the invitational
with an aggregate of
4609.
Host Tennessee Tech
and Ohio Valley Confe~
ence foe came in fourth.
Austin Peay competed
only in air rifle.
Four OVC schools compett!d in the Newkirk
Invitational as the confer·
ence could be considered
the strongest in the
nation with four teams
ranked in the top 25. Jack·
sonville State is second
while Murray State sits in
seventh. Tennessee Tech
is ranked 16th, and Morehead State rounds out the
OVC representatives in
24th.
The Roger Withrow
Invitational begins at 3
p.m. today with Murray
State shooting and will be
held at the Pat Spurgin
Rifle Range in Roy Stewart Stadium.
Other teams will shoot
Saturday and Sunday.

to make a positive impact on
a child's life. Positions are available in
the areas of: cabin specialists, athletics,
outdoor adventure, creative and per·
fonning arts, water sports .and much
more! Benefib of working at Soothwoods include salary, travel, room,
board, laundry and much more! For
more information and to complete an
application please contact u~ www.
southwoods.com 1-888449·3357. We
love MSU students! Come and continue
the MSU legacy at Southwoods. Join
some of your fellow dassmates....Mar·
tin Son, Stephanie Lawrence, Eric WiiM~n, Mary Woods, Andrew West,
Amanda Felber, Simon Grout, Dathan
Shl!lton, Timothy Dudley, Rebecca
Tram, T) Garrett. Erin Babb, Justin
Rouse, Ben Bowden, DiU Robison, R~
T()l'reflCt', Travis West. leAnne Wet,
Ki~ Newell, Rkh LeVeque, Todd Hoff.
man, Michelle lovell. Ben Arnett.
Firefighter-learn Firefightmg skills.
Great p<~y, benefits. Must relt:K<Jte. 17·
34 year~ old; h.s. diploma. Call M·F
800-284-6289
•Medical Technologist- Bachelor's
dew('(' required; plus om.'-ye.tr iniL'rn·
5hop in a hosptt<ll M!!ling. •Mecticall.ub·
oratOfY Technician· Aswciate\ degrf~
required. fo.·lust fx• regi~t('r('() through
ASCP (Mt f). HEW (Ml), AMT tMO or
~:quivalent.
Apply
online
.1t
www.ornhs.org or sl'nd re~ume to
Owen~bnro Medical He.1lth System,
llllman Resources, 811 E. Parrish Aw.,
Owensboro, KY 42303
TLACHER RECRUITMENT FAIR· Wt~t·
ern Vir!lint,l Public rducatmn Conser·
lium. rnday, I ebruc1ry 4, 200S !-1:00pm
to 8:00pm) Saturday, rebruary 5, 2005
19;00.1m to 1:OOpm) Salem Ciw: (Pnt(>r,
1001 B1>uiE'11ard, Salem, VA. P.uticipat·
ing St hool Divi;ions will solicit applica·
tions to fill 800+ vacancies. lor a um·
iorm job application and infoonatton
visit \IIWW,wvpcC<IIg ·lob Fair or call
(540!831-6399/ (540)83 !.6414. Partl·
crp<~ting Virginia school divisions:
,\fff.'ghanr Bath, Bland, Bolctourt, Car·
roll, Covrngbl, Craig. Floyd, Franklin,

Freshman Dan Belluzzo, from Chisholm, Minn.,
fires at a target in prep~ration for the Roger Withrow Invitational held annually by the Racers. The
Racers kick off the competition at 3 p.m. today.

In a poll released Tuesday by the
Ohio VaUey Conference, the Thoroughbreds baseball team was picked
to finish in a tie for seventh place in
the 10-team league.
The 'Breds finished seventh in the
OVC last year and will attempt to
improve on an 11-16 record within the
conference. Overall, the 'Breds finished with a 17-35 record.
All of the OVC baseball coaches
participated in the vote, and coaches
could not vote for their own team.
Last season's champion Austin Peay
was picked to again finish first in the
conference as it amassed four firstplace votes and 75 total points.
Southeast Missouri State also had
four fust-place votes but only totaled
70 points and had to settle for second.
Jacksonville State was the only
other team to earn any first-p lace
votes as it collected two.
Eastern lllinois, Eastern Kentucky,
and Samford also finished ahead of
the 'Breds in the poll. Tennessee
Tech tied with the 'Breds, and Tennessee-Martin and Morehead State
rounded out the preseason poll.
Murray State Head Coach Rob
McDonald has had a year to settle
into his position and he will be helped
with a lot of familiar faces on his roster.
Among those returning to the
'Breds lineup are their top three hitters from the 2004 season.
Senior infielder Clint Griggs led the
team in hitting last season with a .332
average.
Sophomore outfielders Austin
Swain and Tyler Pittman were second and third on the team in hitting
with .315 and .309 averages, respectively.
In terms of pitching, senior Craig
Kraus is back after leading the team
in wins with five.
Murray State will start the 2005
~ seasonFe~I9 at home as they take on
Bradley in a double-header.

TRAVEL
••~r 1

IS% pay r.tasd S.4Wmtle- OlK!
S.-14/milt•· Regton.tl plus hnrn<• mo~t
Wt'l·kcnds. $.'1!/md~ Opct.llor~ plus fu<,l ' Drivers/ LIJL-A V.tn & ll.ttlwd Dr1V1'r~.
st,abill t.lti<ml flt'<. ·.tu<.nour drivt•rs deseNe $50,000 Yt'.Jrly potc·ntiJI. lligh Wt'<·kly
milE's. 1 yr. TfT t•xp. SMX t-ntiO-:l-17·
tht• I>Cc'>t! lllwtlctnd Expr<!'i~ 1·llOO··t4 I ·
41J'i I www. hcwtl.mde,\p~..;~.< om
E!040 v..ww ~mxr .crtm

Advance your driving GJrt'l·r llncre,tse in
P·'Y p.K((;-ag<'. Conllactors & Company
needed. llatht-d· Rdri)lt'ratro-Tanker.
Over-tln.•ro.od. Some Regtonal Com·
nwrd.tl llrivt•r's I icense Tr;aming. 18()0.771·6118. www.prirnemc.com
Area CDL·A Trainirog! Job piJc ement
a~st. Call today to S<'<' l( }'llU qualify for
stall? p.ud training. II00-39~9')08
Dnver- Covenant Tr.msport. Excellent
Pay & Benefit5 fDf Experienced Drivers,
OtQ, Solos, teams & Graduate studcoo..
Bonu~ paid WL>ckly. fqual Opportunity employer. 888-MORE-PAY (8118-6&7·
37291
Driv.·r- Driwrs wes1 of 1-75. •Dcdtcatcd
Customer •Run SE st.ltcs, ll. & WI •Up
to 35tpm to st.1n •Hometimc/ Benefit~
"CDL-N 6 months OTI<. 877-687·
.'i627. 1DC l.ogtstic.~
Drivr>rl Htgh p.1y & Nu Mil(~! Gt·t .1
frt·~h sto~rt. 2.500·3500 mpw. -Ill hours
oil e.Kh wN:k Grn~s $41 k-50k first
y<'.tr. 888·14n-46.!'l. Cl,tss-A COU 6
monthsOlR.
Dnver~ ' $1,000 SiKn un fur 1'\[J<.•r i·
C'IH <'1:1 tc.am~l 1'.11n 4 1¢/mil<'. Nl) NYC.

pay on dt•liwry ;md gu;u:Jrlft'l'<l hornt'tunc. USA lflt( k 800-2J7-4ll42
Drlvt·r:;. Alt ('Jl!lng Tr.ltnecsl CDL an lb
days! No Money down. student linanc.ingl Tuition r<'tmhufS!:•nleflt avail. lob
platcnwnt asst. 1·80t).8liJ..OI71 ext.A·
n www dcltaacademy.com
Driver~: A.re you gcntng a pay raise in
2005? Roehl drivers arc! Van· up to
39¢. natl>cd- up to 41 ( , plu> IMp. Signon bonu~. Studc•nts welcome. Class A
rcqulrt!d. £0( Call Roehl, 800-6264'll 5 www.GoRO<'.hl.com

Drivers- Comp<~~ly Drlwr~· C.u.u.mlt·t~
home! t'WI)" weck<'nd! SturHng otl 40'!
Y9% no tout;h, 1 yc.~r t•xpcrit•nce
rt'quirro. Cilli K.ond1 .1t 8bb·54.1 1J. 1·1
Drivers- Comp.m)' Rl-gtotldl. horn<' L'vt·rv
wt'<'kl'lld, pre-loodcd outhound tl,ot!Jecl.
100% patd IK:nsron p<~ckage, excellent
low cost hea th tns. rxcelll'nt equlpmmt.
(.aii1-502-347..0J84 ext. 14

Dnvers: Dtd you rt'SOlve to find a bctt('f
job in '05? NOW rs the trrne, HERE IS
the job: Run OTR. be home eV<"ry 14
davs and c.1rn up to 43 cpm. You' ll
have an assagncil truck that goes home
wtth you for tame off, a full benefits
p.tckage & a 'tcady paycheck <'o~ch
\\CCk. Monthly bonu><.'S .llso offeRod
rulfill your 1\t'W Year'~ rt!SOiutton- (.til
now; 1· 8i7-4S2· 'i627. Orientation
st.1rts next ..., eek~ eoe.
Drivers: OTRI I iomo wt~~t:ll(l-.- f',unily
owned fl,ltht-d OJX•r:"ltinn. Med, Dt•nt~f,
Vision, 401 k. Start ltp tn J4 r pnt
-+honus. US Tru<·ktng IP.lsr~l t<> Ltnd·
~t.lr. Also OE.'<~J IIWOCf !•pNdtUr~. C.1JI
Titmmy: 800-8l!l-8J 'IIl
Drivers. ovet th<• HMI. J'i stall'' r- l ~t
w/srde., l.ttc anodt>l uiiJIIl'llllon.als. I
yc<us cxpNien< e. S:!,OOO o;i~-:n on
iiOntJS, St;nt .34<!:·. 18c rnile +bcn<·nt~.
Call t80014-l4·11fo•lll
Nt>E'<i ..1 jobl CRST! No <'Xp['rtence? No
rroh)('IT1; 1\o crcdti ch1'Ck. No month!)'
payment. Immediate brn~>fil p:td:age
Now hiring in· yoor ar1•a, l ·fl77-4<lJ ·
828'1

·•star Trar15port.. llic<'<ls lnexpert<.'ll( eel
drivers. Home most \\CCkend<, Pctcrbilt
tru.:.ks, <han.od tuition. Good starttng
pay Food and lodgmg provid<.'<l. 1•
800-455-4682

Sprin11 Bre.llc Website! l owest
pricM guaranteed. Free meals and f"rff
drinks. Book 11 ~t, set 12th trip
free! Group discounts for 6+
www.SpringBreakDiscounts.com or
800-838-8202.
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun,
JamaJc.a, Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida
& Costa Rica. 110% Bett Prices! Boolc
now and gt>t free partie~ & mealsl
Group discounts. Campus reps want·

t'd! 1·800-234-7007 endlesssurnmer-

tours.com.
CHERRY BLOsSOM GOLF AND
<.OUN1 RY CLUB. Georgetown. Golf
Dtg<.'St vull~l us best places to play
20041 Join us IDf your next round/out·
lng. Spt'< tal Membership available.
502·570.911491

EDUCATIONAL

COO•

newspaperor~ll

KPS 1-502-22.3·8~21

FREE 24 HOUR r('(Orded info linf! for
VALUABlE HOME BUYING TIPS: 1·
800-545-8596 •s Frl't! tips in buying a
home- Extt?nsion 301; 'I low to Avoid
the Bi8!tesl Mtstdke rlrst lime Horne
Buyers Makt~ Exten~ion l31; •Guide to
a l'iassle Free I lome Purcha~ Exten·
sion 361
Need Extra Cash? Work one day per
month, collect $1000 dollats plus!!
Chvn your own vending bu>int·s~. Small
investment required, call toll-free 1·
866-341-8363.

"Attention Homeowners:• Display
homes wanted for vin~·l siding- win·
dows- roofs. Easy credit terms. No pay·
ments until SummL'I' 2005. Staning at
$99 month. call 1-800-251-0843

SS As seen on TV. Cash now for your

future Settlement payments Annutty
payments, lottery payments. ~.ppt·
[arn Your Degree Online from horne. · cash.com Don't wait for your S$$ CAlL
Business, Paralegal, Computt!I"S, net- [800)509-1607 Now!
v.'Ofktng and more Financial Aid available, Job pl,t~rncnt assistance, and $$CASH$$ Cash now for ~ructured $el·
computers provided. Call free (866) dements, annuitie;, and insurance fl'IY•
outs. (800J794-7J I0. JG Wentworth
8~8-.!121
means cash now! for ~tructured settle-

HEALTH
f'.amily lleahh C.ue w/prescription
Pl.ml 561l'J5/mo: [xcellent coverage.
No ltmit,otinns, includes dl•nt.ll, vision,
jlf!!·CXI~ting wnd. OK! c~ll: wcs 1·
IJOU-.IIl6·9214 £'1(t.2332

men~.

ClASSIFIEDS RAT[S

MISC.
f'r<~ 4-room DtRI:CTV System includes
st.tnddrd lnMallation. 3 months free
HSO & Cinemdx! Access to over 22.5
c.h.lnnl!ls! limited time offer. S&H,
rcstrieti(>O~ dpply. 1..IJ00-~08-4617.

PER WORD!

One order, One check, One smart
move! Same time and money by making one rail to place a 25-word classificil In 74 Kentucky new5papers for

Classifieds must be paid
before they run.

Cuttins Edge
It's a Celebration!
Saturday, Febuary 5 - FREE tan day/
Give-aways & Special Package Deals

VIP Tan - $24.95 monthly

more

tact the classified clt'p.u1ment of this

11 1 Wilson Hall
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Fiction

Fact

Fiction

As we have seen throughout the
playoffs Donovan McNabb actually
has other good receivers. Besides,
even ifTerrell Owens plays it would
probably only be for a couple plays.

Terrell Owens is the key to this
offense. Yes, the Eagles have McNabb, but he needs someone to throw
to. Without T.O., the Pats will blitz
often.

Terrell Owens is a dynamic player,
but this team won the NFC without
him. With three Pro Bowlers in their
secondary, they can more than compete with New England.

Fiction

Fact

Fact

Atlanta had an awesome run defense
and even they couldn't shut him
down, especially on screen passes.
Westbrook will not be shut down,
but he could be contained.

The Pats have one of the best linebacker corps in the NFL. They possess both speed and size. After shutting down the Colts, it's hard to bet
against the New England defense.

Westbrook is a fine player, but
Bruschi and company make a living
of shutting down the opposition's
main weapon. All you have to do is
ask Peyton Manning and "The Bus."

Fiction

Fiction

Fiction

If I have to sec that guy on the field
at the end again l will puke. Kickers
are so overhyped when they actually
do their job. They should be good at
what they do.

He has had the spotlight on him
enough in the Pats last two Super
Bowl appearances. The Pats will
have a comfortable lead in the final
tics and will not need any heroics.

Vinatieri was lucky to get a second
go-round at being the hero in last
year's Super Bowl. There is no possible way he can do it for a third time.
Can he?

Fact

Fact
I would consider the Pats a football
dynasty if they win the Super Bowl,
but the key is football. A dynasty in
general these Pats are not. Yankees,
Bulls, Celtics and UCLA come to

Fact

If they were not already considered
a dynasty, this victory will no doubt
make them one. They have already
won two out of three Super Bowls,
and there is nothing else to prove.

Three titles in four years? If that
isn't a dynasty then I don't know
what is. They are the most dominant
team since the Dallas Cowboys of
the early '90s.

Fact

Fiction

T his is just what happened to the
Colts. Everyone said the Colts were
going to win and the Pats stomped
them. Philly can play this game with
no pressure and that could be key.

The Eagles are playing a team that
has won two of the last three Super
Bowls, and the Pats have proved
themselves in big games. Philly finally won a big game. and that's it.

Fact
Even with no T.O. this is still a very
very good team. McNabb is at the
top of his game and with multiple
Pro Bowlers on defense they can
more than compete with the Pats.
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MAIN STREET MUSIC
2 10 l\1.aitt S t reet

CAND ELECTRIC

ARS

AMPS -KMOARDS AND MORE

MAINSTREETGUITARS.COM

HOURS:MON-FRI 10:00·5:00 SATURDAY 12:00·4:00
mtkaatl

Baldy's Grill

FEBRUARY
FRIDAY THE 4TH
BONE PONY 10PM·2AM
SATURDAY THE 5TH
MONKEY FINGER 1 OPM·2AM

SATURDAY THE 12TH
JACK TRIPPER 1 OPM·2AM

SATURDAY THE 19TH
EMPTY HANDED 1 OPM·2AM

PERSONAL CALZONE
Two toppings with drink

~<?~'.~~~:~~-~

norttoke

M•.a bradley mv home
vUierov a boeh
wedgewood

FRATERN ITI ES
& S ORORITIES

gall ptttman

Call for special prices fo r events!

pr..-nt tense

SATURDAY THE 26TH

~·-· ~·-·~

SWEET PAPA DAVE & THE
BLUE KATS 10PM·2AM
KARAOKE EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT!

762-0441 • 762-0442 • 762-0443
Dine-in and Free Delivery
817 Coldwater Rd., Murray

(EXCEPT FEB. 4TH)

waterford

JullakO

vtetrl
gorham

reed&barton

chrlatopner radko

en home

danek

(OL YMPIC~

NEXT TO LOS PORTALES · W

ovett 2..000 pattema

FIRAY)

to choose from,

plua ~are and mora ...
wh4N8 aAa vou registered?
a look at our 1a.rge,
liC':]le ctlon of Designer Frames
Sunglass~:

At Calloway County Chiropractic, our
approach to total body wellness WIR keep
• Tight muscles, numbneu
you active and energized. Don'tlet pain
• Sciolica
keep you from enjoying lhe activities you
love. Chiroprodic odjuslments con bring
your body bock to its natural stole, improving your body's balance, perlormonce and
energy - at worlt and at ploy.

(

I

1625 Hwy 121 N ., Mur ray

Just up from the RSEC

to

789-2,.

tn. Mc;r. ~t

1 ath St•• (270)

Mondav -

f:rldcly

1G-e.

t•act~ scrturc:~Qv

hOU... corning •OC'Ih)

Dr . Scott Fost£r
I ·\ 1 ., u u · ju,. f Iw Ln f i /"(' I (1111 i h ..

Locc::llted In 1't*

Unl¥eNttV ~- ..-ct

~\o..a

753-6100

.. () 1111 I if\

e.i'itl4(~ WG~

CHIROPRACTIC

